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ABSTRACT 
An accurate computational method for the calculations of flow and heat transfer in compact heat 
exchangers is developed in collaboration with the National Center for Supercomputing Applica-
tions. In this method, the unsteady Navier-Stokes and energy equations are solved. In the simula-
tions of flow and heat transfer over relatively simple heat exchanger fin geometries, a linearly scal-
able performance of the code is achieved on the massively parallel CMS, demonstrating the 
capability of this method to solve large scale heat transfer problems. Using this code, the heat trans-
fer enhancement mechanisms and performance of parallel-plate fin heat exchangers are studied ex-
tensively. Geometry effects such as finite fin thickness and different fin arrangements (inline and 
staggered) have been investigated. The time-dependent flow behavior due to vortex shedding has 
been taken into consideration by solving the unsteady Navier-Stokes and energy equations. In the 
unsteady regime, in addition to the time-dependent calculations, companion steady symmetrized 
flow calculations have also been performed to clearly identify the effect of vortex shedding on heat 
transfer and frictional loss. Additional comparisons have been made to the theoretical results for 
fully developed flow between uninterrupted continuous parallel plates and those of restarted bound-
ary layers with negligible fin thickness, in order to quantify the role of boundary layer restart mecha-
nism as well as the geometry effects of finite fin thickness and fin arrangement. 
It is shown in the current study that at higher Reynolds numbers, the additional effect introduced 
by intrinsic three-dimensionality of the flow also plays an important role in determining the overall 
heat exchanger performance. At sufficiently high Reynolds numbers, when the actual flow is three-
dimensional, corresponding two-dimensional models overpredict overall heat transfer efficiency by 
as much as 25%, while the overprediction of frictional loss is much less. More importantly, the over-
prediction of rms fluctuations in heat transfer and frictional loss in two-dimensional models is much 
larger, where the amplitude of fluctuations from two-dimensional models can be as much as 2 and 
5 times of those from corresponding three-dimensional models for the heat transfer efficiency (Col-
bumj factor) and frictional loss (friction factor), respectively. These differences are attributed to 
iii 
the strong coherence of spanwise vortices in two-dimensional simulations 'and the weakening of 
spanwise vortices in the corresponding three-dimensional simulations due to the presence of stream-
wise vortices. In two-dimensional simulations, the coherent spanwise vortices enhance mixing and 
result in higher heat transfer efficiency. These span wise vortices at the same time lowers skin fric-
tion on the fin surface. On the other hand, it has been well established that two-dimensional simula-
tions overpredict form drag due to higher Reynolds stresses in the wake. In current two-dimensional 
simulations of flow over parallel-plate fins, the overprediction of form drag is nearly counter-bal-
anced by the underprediction of skin friction. Such mechanisms also shed light on enhancing heat 
transfer while avoiding the normally associated increased pumping power penalty. 
In the simulations of flow and heat transfer in more complex louvered fin geometries, current 
numerical results clearly show the different flow regimes as the Reynolds number is increased, 
which are generally in agreement with those observed in experimental flow visualizations. Howev-
er, at low Reynolds numbers, current interpretation of the flow characteristics is somewhat different. 
At higher Reynolds numbers, the effect of flow unsteadiness is to increase overall heat transfer and 
associated frictional loss. 
iv 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
Increasing demand for compactness of heat exchangers in the automotive industry as well as 
many refrigeration and air-conditioning applications has driven heat exchanger design towards 
achieving increased surface density and smaller flow channels. Unfortunately, this miniaturization 
based on conventional heat transfer surface design has resulted in a tendency towards laminar flow 
and subsequently lower air-side heat transfer coefficients. During the past several decades, various 
innovative interrupted surfaces have been used to augment heat transfer in the above applications. 
The simplest geometries among these interrupted surfaces are inline and staggered parallel-plate 
fins, while the more complicated geometries are louvered fins. 
Surface interruption prevents the continuous growth of the thermal boundary layer by periodi-
cally interrupting it. Thus the thicker thermal boundary layer in continuous plate fins, which offers 
higher thermal resistance to heat transfer, is maintained thin and its resistance to heat transfer is re-
duced by surface interruption. Previous experimental and numerical studies have shown that heat 
transfer enhancement occurs even at low Reynolds numbers when the flow is steady and laminar 
[Sparrow and Liu (1979), Patankar and Prakash (1981)]. At higher Reynolds numbers, above criti-
cality, surface interruption offers an additional mechanism of heat transfer enhancement by inducing 
self-sustained oscillations in the flow in the form of shed vortices. These vortices enhance local heat 
transfer by continuously bringing fresh fluid towards the heat transfer surface [Jacobi and Shah 
(1995), Valencia et al. (1996)]. In addition to heat transfer enhancement, the surface interruption 
also increases the pressure drop and thus requires higher pumping power. This is partly due to the 
higher skin friction associated with the hydrodynamic boundary layer restarting, and also due to the 
Stokes layer dissipation [Amon and Mikic (1991)] and higher Reynolds stresses [Mittal and Bala-
chandar (1995)] in the unsteady flow regime. Thus, the boundary layer restart and the self-sustained 
oscillatory mechanisms simultaneously influence both the overall heat transfer and pumping power 
requirement. Therefore, design optimization must take into account the impact of design parameters 
on the relative importance of the different heat transfer enhancement mechanisms and their attendant 
effect on pumping cost. Furthermore, from the fluid dynamics viewpoint, the flow in these inter-
rupted surfaces provides a rich kaleidoscope of flow phenomena. Depending on the Reynolds num-
. ber and the fin geometry, flow within these interrupted surfaces can be laminar with or without flow 
separation, transitional or turbulent [Yang (1983)]. 
The traditional approaches to improve compact heat exchanger design with these interrupted 
surfaces are: acquisition of overall heat exchanger performance data through experiments, correla-
tion of empirical data and experimental observation of the convection process. Acquisition of over-
all performance data has been successful for each particular geometry tested but still remains expen-
sive due to the large number of parameters involved and is of limited use in understanding heat 
transfer enhancement mechanisms. Experimental observation of the convection process using flow 
visualization has been successful in exploring the heat transfer enhancement mechanisms, but is 
only of qualitative value. 
Computational modeling of these flows has been used in the past and is becoming increasingly 
popular, because it can provide detailed information about the heat transfer enhancement mecha-
nisms if the model is correct. However, most previous numerical studies have made crucial assump-
tions in solving the Navier-Stokes and energy equations, namely the flow and thermal fields have 
been assumed to be steady and two-dimensional. For example, Sparrow and Liu (1979) studied heat 
transfer on a series of parallel infinitesimally thin flat plates placed in inline and staggered arrange-
ments. By using an approximate parabolic form of the steady Navier-Stokes and energy equations, 
they included the entrance and exit effects. Patankar and Prakash (1981) solved the Navier-Stokes 
and energy equations under the steady state assumption to study the heat transfer from a series of 
finite thickness plates in a staggered arrangement. This and their earlier study [Patankar et al. 
(1977)] have provided an analytical/computational framework within which the thermal behavior 
of a large array of fins can be modeled by assuming the flow to be periodic along the streamwise 
direction. 
The assumption of steady flow and thermal fields precludes much of the flow physics, particular-
ly in flow regimes where the flow is dominated by large scale time-dependent variations. With the 
2 
advent of high performance supercomputers, large-scale numerical simulations are becoming more 
realistic. It is now possible to obtain accurate time-dependent solutions with far fewer assumptions 
about the problems and to explore the full range of rich physics. For example, recent simulations 
of flows in grooved and communicating channels by Ghaddar et al. (1986) and by Amon and Mikic 
(1991) included time-dependence. Their studies showed that the flow physics associated with flow 
separation at higher Reynolds numbers is too complex to be accounted for with steady state com-
putations. Furthermore, even in the case of nominally two-dimensional fins, at sufficiently high Re-
ynolds numbers, due to intrinsic instabilities, the flow becomes three-dimensional and the effect of 
three-dimensionality on heat transfer and friction loss can be significant as observed in the study of 
flow over circular cylinders [Williamson (1988), Mittal and Balachandar (1995)] and flow over a 
blunt plate [Tafti and Vanka (1991)]. 
In spite of these recent efforts, the details of the boundary layer restart and self-sustained oscilla-
tory enhancement mechanisms have not been isolated and investigated in detail. In particular, in 
the context of parallel-plate fin heat exchangers, a clear understanding of the individual roles of 
boundary layer restart and vortex shedding mechanisms on heat transfer and friction factor is lack-
ing. Flow visualizations have shown that vortices roll up near the leading edge of the fins and subse-
quently travel downstream along the fin surface [Joshi and Webb (1987)]. Von Karman vortices are 
also observed to form at the trailing edge of the fins and travel downstream in the wake before en-
countering the next fin element. A number of important issues regarding how the vortices are gener-
ated and how they interact with the parallel-plate fms still remain to be explored. Vortical flows are 
considered to enhance overall heat transfer [Jacobi and Shah (1995), Valencia et al. (1996)], but their 
impact on local heat transfer and skin friction in a compact heat exchanger needs to be quantified. 
Similarly the effect of wake vortex shedding on form drag needs to be quantified. Furthermore, the 
rate at which the strength of the leading edge vortex decreases as it travels over the fin surface is 
unclear, but such it may have significant impact on design parameters such as fin length and fin thick-
ness. 
The primary objective of the present study is to isolate the individual mechanisms through con-
trolled numerical simulations of flow and heat transfer in parallel-plate fins. Two different arrange-
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ments of the parallel-plate geometry, inline and staggered, are investigated over a range of Reynolds 
numbers. At higher Reynolds numbers when the flow is naturally unsteady, along with the time-de-
pendent simulations, corresponding steady state simulations are performed by enforcing symmetry 
about the wake centerline. A comparison of the unsteady and steady symmetrized simulation results 
is used in exploring the unsteady enhancement mechanism due to vortex shedding. These results 
are compared to the theoretical results for fully developed flow between uninterrupted continuous 
parallel plates and those of restarted boundary layers over fins of negligible thickness [Sparrow and 
Liu (1979)] in order to further separate the role of the boundary layer restart mechanism and the ge-
ometry effects arising from finite fin thickness and fin arrangement. 
At high Reynolds numbers, the difference between two-dimensional and three-dimensional sim-
ulations has not been fully understood, especially its effect on heat transfer. The strength of spanwise 
vortices between two-dimensional and three-dimensional simulations has not been compared, and 
the effect of streamwise vortices in three-dimensional simulations on heat transfer and friction loss 
has not been identified in the current geometry. At sufficiently high Reynolds numbers, correspond-
ing three-dimensional simulations have also been performed to identify the effect of intrinsic three-
dimensionality. 
These effects have been investigated over a range of Reynolds numbers, for parallel-plate fins, 
which are well within typical compact heat exchanger operating conditions. A fmite-volume based 
numerical algorithm has been used to solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes and energy equations 
in two- or three-dimensions in a time-accurate manner. A computer program based on this method-
ology has been implemented on the massively parallel CM-5 in the Single Instruction Multiple Data 
(SIMD) or the data parallel programming paradigm [Tafti (1995), Zhang et al. (1996)]. 
In addition, in the study of flow over louvered fins, though three different flow regimes have 
been observed in flow visualizations, the pattern of the local Nusselt number distribution has not 
been related to the flow regime. Here, time-dependent simulations of flow and heat transfer in a 
simplified louvered fin geometry have been performed in two-dimensions over a range of Reynolds 
numbers. Different flow regimes have been identified within the simulated Reynolds number range 
and results have been compared with corresponding theoretical results. For this purpose, a computer 
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program based on general body fitted coordinates has been used on the SOl Power Challenge arrays 
[Tafti (1996)]. 
1.2 Literature Review 
Over the past several decades, a large body of work has been done towards understanding heat 
transfer and pressure drop in compact heat exchangers using interrupted surfaces. Though various 
interrupted fin surfaces have been studied in the past, this review only considers geometries relevant 
to the current study and is organized in two sections: one deals with parallel-plate fins and the other 
deals with louvered fins. 
1.2.1 Flow and Heat Transfer in Parallel-Plate Fin Heat Exchangers 
There are two types of parallel-plate fins normally considered: inline and staggered fins. Inline 
fins can be obtained by cutting continuous parallel plates and placing the flat plate fins aligned with 
each other as shown in Figure 1.1. Staggered fins can be obtained by offsetting every other row or 
column of the inline fins. Staggered fins are also known as offset-strip fins and Figure 1.2 shows 
a typical offset-strip fin heat exchanger and the cross-section of the staggered fins. 
Patankar et al. (1977) formulated a generalization of the concepts of fully developed flow and 
heat transfer in a periodic array of fin elements. The pressure and temperature were each broken 
into a streamwise linear part and a perturbation counterpart, and then periodic boundary conditions 
were applied for the perturbation. The modified Navier-Stokes and energy equations were solved 
through iterations. The flow was assumed to be fully developed, steady and laminar. Thus, a sym-
metry boundary condition was applied in the transverse direction on the computational domain 
boundaries. The fin thickness was also neglected. 
Sparrow et al. (1977) analytically and numerically studied flow and heat transfer in infinitesi-
mally thin and interrupted flat plate isothermal fins with a uniform entering flow. In their solution, 
the Navier-Stokes and energy equations had been simplified by the boundary layer approximation 
and by assuming a steady solution, the effects of flow unsteadiness and vortex shedding were ne-
glected. Under conditions of equal pumping power and equal heat transfer surface area, they pre-
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dicted a heat transfer enhancement for these interrupted surfaces of nearly 80% over otherwise con-
tinuous plates. In addition, their calculated results demonstrated the existence of a new type of fully 
developed regime, one that is periodic. At a sufficiently large downstream distance, the velocity and 
temperature profiles repeat their values at successive axial fins and the average heat transfer coeffi-
cient for each fin takes on a constant value. 
Cur and Sparrow (1978) experimentally studied the heat transfer and pressure drop of a pair of 
co-linear interrupted plates aligned with the flow direction in a channel. Although their study fo-
cused on the overall performance, they did point out two important mechanisms of heat transfer en-
hancement in interrupted surfaces: boundary layer restarting and oscillatory mixing. 
Sparrow and Liu (1979) compared the heat transfer, pressure-drop and performance relation-
ships for inline, staggered and continuous parallel-plate heat exchangers through a numerical study 
using the finite difference method. Steady N avier-Stokes and energy equations were solved in a do-
main of more than ten arrays of fins in the streamwise direction including the entrance region but 
with negligible fin thickness. Their study clearly showed that in the steady laminar flow regime, 
both inline and staggered geometries resulted in higher heat transfer and pressure drop than continu-
ous parallel plate fins. Parametric effects were also studied for each geometry and it was observed 
that by increasing plate length, both the Nusselt number and the pressure drop decrease monotonical-
ly for all geometries studied. It was also found that the pressure drop and heat transfer for the inline 
fins are higher than that of the staggered fins. 
Sparrow and Hajiloo (1980) conducted experimental measurements on heat transfer and pres-
sure drop for an array of staggered plates aligned parallel to the flow, using the naphthalene sublima-
tion technique. For a given operating condition, the per-plate heat transfer coefficient was found 
to be constant for the second the all subsequent rows. Thus, their experiments provided evidence 
for the hypothesis regarding the periodicity of flow and heat transfer characteristics in a large array 
of fins proposed by Patankar et al. (1977). The fully developed heat transfer coefficients increase 
with Reynolds number for all the plate thicknesses investigated, but in a different manner for the 
different thickness. Thicker plates give rise to higher heat transfer coefficients and also higher fric-
tionalloss. 
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Patankar and Prakash (1981) numerically studied the effect of plate thickness in staggered fins. 
A periodic velocity boundary condition was applied in the streamwise direction. However, the flow 
was assumed to be steady and laminar, and thus symmetry was applied in the transverse direction. 
Their calculations have shown that by varying fin thickness at fixed Reynolds numbers based on the 
hydraulic diameter, the flow pattern changes, resulting in significant differences in the overall heat 
transfer and frictional loss. 
Yang (1983) noted that flow past interrupted surfaces should exhibit a periodic unsteady behav-
ior at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers, and he applied stability analysis to identify the Reynolds 
number range for this unsteady flow. Yang also observed that a change in the slope of the Colburn 
j factor versus Reynolds number curve at a certain Reynolds number was due to the presence of flow 
unsteadiness. He defined the flow from the onset of self-sustained flow oscillations to the onset of 
laminar-turbulent transition as the "second laminar regime". He also stated that this "second laminar 
regime" enjoys the benefit of heat transfer enhancement without the perils of flow-induced vibration 
and noise. 
Mullisen and Loehrke (1986) explored the flow structures in inline and staggered fins using 
Schlieren visualization techniques and identified the flow mechanisms responsible for heat transfer 
enhancement in interrupted-plate fin heat exchangers. Their experimental data and corresponding 
flow visualization showed that in addition to the augmentation induced by the boundary layer re-
starting effect, heat transfer augmentation can be expected over some range of operating conditions 
due to unsteady flow induced by the surface interruptions. Three distinctly different flow regimes 
were observed for inline and staggered plates, which are classified as steady, general unsteady and 
periodic unsteady flows. 
Joshi and Webb (1987) presented analytical models to predict the heat transfer and friction loss 
of offset-strip fin heat exchangers. A critical Reynolds number based on the hydraulic diameter, Re*, 
corresponding to the onset of oscillating unsteady flow was defined based on the Blasius flat plate 
solution. For Reynolds numbers lower than this critical Reynolds number, flow was defined as lami-
nar and solutions were obtained by interpolating the numerical solutions of Sparrow and Liu (1979). 
In the turbulent flow regime, estimated to be Re ~ Re * + 1000, different correlations were developed 
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for predicting overall heat transfer and frictional loss. Thus, their study did not predict any overall 
performance in the "second laminar regime" as defined by Yang (1983). Furthermore, they pointed 
out that form drag contributes significantly to the friction factor and they had incorporated this con-
tribution in obtaining friction factor correlations. They also argued that since the heat transfer at 
the front and back fin surfaces account for less than 5% of the total heat transfer, the effect of fin 
thickness on overall heat transfer can be neglected. Though their flow visualizations confIrmed the 
existence of a self-sustained oscillatory flow, they did not explore the corresponding heat transfer 
enhancement mechanism in detail. 
Xi et al. (1991) used flow visualization in studying flow and heat transfer over offset-strip fins 
and observed that as Reynolds number increases, the flow proceeds from laminar flow to unsteady 
flow in which the wake exhibits either sinusoidal motion or shed vortices. It is the wake flow insta-
bility that causes additional heat and momentum transfer, resulting in the deviation of the j factor 
and friction factor from that of continuous parallel plates as observed in previous experimental stud-
ies. 
Manglik and Bergles (1995) correlated the overall performance data of offset-strip fin heat ex-
changers in the literature. They observed that three different flow regimes exist for these data, name-
ly that laminar, transitional and turbulent. They also presented continuous correlation curves over 
the three flow regimes for the j factor and friction factor in terms of the Reynolds number and geo-
metrical parameters. Furthermore, they observed that vortex shedding, affected by fin spacing, fm 
thickness and fin length, acts as freestream turbulence to increase heat and momentum transfer. 
1.2.2 Flow and Heat Transfer in Louvered Fin Heat Exchangers 
Although louvered fin surfaces have been in existence since the 1950's, it has been only within 
the past 20 years that serious attempts have been made to understand the flow phenomena and perfor-
mance characteristics. Figure 1.3 shows the cross-section of a louvered fin array. This array includes 
an inlet deflection fin, a middle deflection fin, an outlet deflection fin and some inclined plate fins. 
Beauvais (1965) was the first to conduct flow visualization experiments on the louvered fin ar-
rays shown in Figure 1.3. A smoke flow visualization technique was used in his study and thus the 
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results were only of qualitative value. His experimental results showed that the mean flow was near-
ly parallel to the louvers for all the cases he tested. 
Davenport (1983) performed flow visualization experiments identical to those of Beauvais and 
demonstrated that the flow structure within the louvered fin array was a function of the Reynolds 
number based on the louver pitch. The friction factor data show apparent agreement with the Blasius 
solution of flat plates. The slope of the friction factor curve is very close to the Blasius slope at low 
Reynolds numbers, but it flattens at higher Reynolds numbers. Thus, he concluded that the heat 
transfer enhancement mechanism in louvered fins is mainly laminar boundary layer restarting with 
additional effects arising from bluff edges and air-turning losses. 
Achaichia and Cowell (1988a) experimentally studied flow and heat transfer in louvered fin ge-
ometries and plotted the Stanton number as a function of the Reynolds number based on the fin 
length. At high Reynolds numbers, the Stanton number curve is parallel to and lower than that of 
laminar boundary layer flow over a flat plate. At low Reynolds numbers, the Stanton number curve 
showed the same characteristics as that of a laminar duct flow. They also numerically modeled the 
flow through louvered fin arrays, assuming a fully developed, periodic steady laminar flow [Achai-
chia and Cowell (1988b)]. Their analysis showed that as the Reynolds number approaches large 
values, the mean flow angle approaches the louver angle to within a few degrees, which supports 
Davenport's hypothesis regarding the boundary layer development on louvered fins as the Reynolds 
number increases. However, at higher Reynolds numbers when eddies are shed from the louvers, 
the flow is no longer parallel to the louvered fins. Combining the experimental data with numerical 
analysis, they developed correlations for Stanton number and friction factor in terms of geometric 
parameters and Reynolds number based on fin length, ranging 120 to 8000. 
Aoki et al. (1989) measured the distribution of heat transfer coefficients in multilouvered fins. 
The locally averaged heat transfer coefficients for the individual louvers in the louvered fin array 
were obtained by measuring the electric power input for the film and the temperature difference be-
tween the fin element and air. They observed that the heat transfer coefficients of fins which were 
downstream from the middle deflection fin to be slightly less than those of upstream fins. 
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Suga et al. (1990) numerically studied flow and heat transfer characteristics of louvered fins us-
ing the finite difference method with overlaid grids. Their simulation assumed the flow to be two-di-
mensional, steady, laminar and periodic in the transverse direction, with finite fin thickness. They 
studied the geometry effect and concluded that the louvered fin design could be improved through 
controlling the size of the thermal wake. 
Hiramatsu et al. (1990) employed an oblique grid fitting to the louvered fins, also using the finite 
difference method to simulate the flow in louvered fins with the same assumptions as those of Suga 
et al. (1990). They analyzed the flow over a range of Reynolds numbers (based on louver pitch) from 
100 to 500 and louver angles from 0° to 50°. They also performed flow visualization on louvered 
fins by injecting ink into the flow for a louver angle of 25°. They concluded that the large fin pitch 
and low Reynolds numbers make it hard for the fluid to go through the louvers, and as a result, the 
heat transfer decreases. 
Webb and Trauger (1991) performed flow visualization in louvered fins over a Reynolds number 
(based on louver pitch) range from 400 to 4000, using a dye injection technique. Geometrical pa-
rameters such as louver pitch, louver angle, and fin pitch were varied to determine their effect on 
the flow structure. They defined a dimensionless quantity of flow efficiency in terms of the mean 
flow angle relative to the louver angle. Correlations were developed to predict the flow efficiency 
as a function of geometrical parameters and the Reynolds number. In addition, they found the flow 
to be laminar for Reynolds numbers less than approximately 500 to 600, and that at higher Reynolds 
numbers reducing the fin pitch leads to wake instability and results in higher heat transfer. 
Cowell et al. (1995) presented an overview of the operating mechanisms of louvered fin heat 
transfer surfaces. They derived a correlation for the Stanton number in terms of the Reynolds num-
ber and varying geometric parameters. Comparing louvered fins to offset-strip fins, they observed 
that for a fixed amount of heat transfer, louvered fins can have a larger hydraulic diameter, which 
implies less fin surface area or less weight and material. They concluded that the flow-directing 
property of the louvered fin arrays effectively increases the velocity of the working fluid relative 
to the elemental flat-plate surfaces. However, the reason why louvered fins should display better 
performance than the equivalent offset-strip fins is yet to be understood. 
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It is shown from the above that the flow structures and heat transfer characteristics in the multi-
louvered fin geometry shown in Figure 1.3 are very complex, and optimizing the design of louvered 
fin heat exchangers is still a challenge. Most existing experimental studies emphasized overall per-
formance measurements. Realistic analytical and numerical modeling of these complex flows with-
out much simplifications is virtually impossible. Thus, during the last decade, researchers have 
started developing an understanding of the flow characteristics and heat transfer enhancement mech-
anisms in a related but simpler louvered fin geometry, where there are no deflection fins and all the 
fins arranged with the same angle of attack. 
Lee (1986) applied the naphthalene sublimation technique to analyze flow and heat transfer in 
the simplified louvered fins, with angles of attack of 20°, 25°, 30° and 35° for Reynolds numbers 
based on the hydraulic diameter ranging from 350 to 5000. Eight rows of fins in the streamwise 
direction and three columns of fins in the transverse direction were used. It was found that the heat 
transfer coefficients of individual plates were identical except that the first plate had a slightly higher 
coefficient. Therefore, most mass transfer measurements were conducted only on the middle col-
umn and the other two columns were used to simulate a fully developed flow field. The heat transfer 
coefficients of the forward and backward sides of the plates were separately determined and it was 
observed that the heat transfer coefficients on the forward side are higher than those on the back side 
within the tested Reynolds number range. 
Zhang and Lang (1989) performed a study of the effect of plate angle and length on heat transfer 
and pressure drop in a simplified louvered fin array similar to that of Lee. They also employed the 
naphthalene sublimation technique. They investigated different plate lengths and angles of attack 
ranging from 10° to 35° for Reynolds numbers based on the interrupted plate length from 380 to 
2300. Their experimental data indicated that the Sherwood number, which corresponds to the Nus-
selt number through the heat and mass transfer analogy, becomes a constant after the first four rows 
in the streamwise direction and, thus, the fully developed region of heat transfer is achieved. 
Pang et al. (1990) numerically studied the fully developed steady laminar flow and heat 
transfer for arrays of interrupted plates positioned convergently and divergently along the flow 
direction using a finite-volume method. The steady Navier-Stokes and energy equations were 
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solved with negligible fin thickness. Periodic boundary conditions along the streamwise direction 
and symmetry boundary conditions along the transverse direction were applied. Their calculations 
showed that the heat transfer rate of the forward fin surface was much higher than that of the back-
ward fin surface. For all the cases studied, they have found that the average Nusselt number and 
friction factor as well as the size of recirculating zone increase with the louver angle and the Re-
ynolds number. 
Huang and Tao (1993) used the naphthalene sublimation technique to study the heat transfer and 
pressure drop characteristics for arrays of nonuniform plate lengths, aligned with an angle of 25° 
to the flow direction. Length ratio of successive plates was 1.5 to 2.5 and Reynolds numbers based 
on the shorter plate length was varied from 198 to 1660. They discovered that the flow became fully 
developed from the fifth unit, where each unit includes one long plate and one short plate. In addi-
tion, they compared the performance of nonuniform plate lengths with that of uniform plate lengths 
under two constraints: fixed pumping power and fixed pressure drop, and found that the thermal per-
formance of the array with nonuniform plate lengths is better than that of the array with a uniform 
plate length. 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of the inline fin geometry. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1.2 (a) Geometry of the offset strip-fin heat exchanger; (b) Cross-section of the offset strip-
fin heat exchanger, also named as staggered geometry. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 1.3 (a) Geometry of a flat-sided tube and louvered fin heat exchanger; (b) Cross-section of 
the louvered fin heat exchanger. 
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CHAPTER 2. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Governing Equations 
For computational purposes, a large array of fins can be approximated by a simpler system con-
sisting of periodic repetition of a basic unit and the computational domain can be limited to this basic 
unit. Implicit in this treatment is the assumption that the flow is fully developed, both hydrodynami-
cally and thermally, in the fin array entrance or exit effects are excluded. Such fully developed flow 
regime is observed to be attained by the second row in the streamwise direction in the experiments 
of parallel-plate fins by Sparrow and Hajiloo (1980), and by the fifth row in the streamwise direction 
in the experiments of louvered fins by Zhang and Lang (1989). In the parallel-plate fins we consider 
both inline and staggered parallel-plate arrangements which are shown in Figure 2.1. In the inline 
arrangement fins of dimensional thickness, b *, and length, L *, form a periodic pattern with pitches 
L; along the flow direction, x, and L; = 2H* along the transverse direction, y. Thus the basic unit, 
indicated by the dashed line, contains a single fin. Here we consider a large array of this basic unit 
periodically repeated along the streamwise and transverse directions and Figure 2.1(a) shows only 
six basic units of this large array. Figure 2.1 (b) shows the staggered arrangement obtained by shift-
ing the alternate rows of fins in the flow direction by half a wavelength in the x direction, L*/2. This 
arrangement is of primary interest to the study of heat transfer enhancement mechanisms because 
it serves as a simplified model for offset-strip fins. Figure 2{ c) shows another kind of staggered fin 
arrangement, staggered_IT, obtained from the inline arrangement by shifting the alternate columns 
of fins in the transverse direction by a half wavelength in the y direction, L;a. For both staggered 
arrangements, the basic unit now contains two fin elements, again marked by the dashed line, and 
the basic unit is periodically repeated along the streamwise and transverse directions. Different 
cases have been studied in the inline and staggered arrangements which will be discussed in detail 
in Chapter 3 and corresponding parameters are listed in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, respectively, for 
the inline and staggered arrangements. Figure 2.2 shows currently simulated louvered fin geometry 
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and within the dash line is the computational domain with computational lengths of Lx * = 7.2H* and 
4 * = BH*, a fin thickness of O. 75H* and a louver angle of () = -250 
The time-dependent, incompressible continuity, momentum and energy equations are of the fol-
lowing nondimensional forms: 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
where i = 1, 2, 3 correspond tox(u), y(v), z(w) coordinates (velocities) in the three Cartesian direc-
tions, respectively. Here constant material properties along with negligible viscous dissipation and 
body forces have been assumed. Equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) are nondimensionalized by the half 
distance between adjacent fin rows along the transverse direction (H) as the length scale, the friction 
velocity (u; = (LI p* I p) 1/2) as the velocity scale, the applied dimensional pressure difference (AP *) 
over a length of H* along the streamwise direction as the pressure scale, if I u; as the time scale and 
q" *H*/k as the temperature scale. Here q* is the specified dimensional constant heat flux on the fin 
surfaces and k is the thermal conductivity of the fluid. The above nondimensionalization results in 
two dimensionless parameters: Reynolds number based on friction velocity, Re r = u;H* Iv, and 
Prandtl number Pr = via, where v and a are the kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity of the 
fluid, respectively. In all the computations to be presented here the Prandtl number is set to 0.7, cor-
responding to that of air. Here nondimensional quantities will primarily be considered. Any use 
of dimensional quantities will be explicitly stated and denoted by a superscript (*) except for the 
constant material properties. 
2.2 Treatment of Periodic Boundary Conditions 
The periodic nature of the geometry along the streamwise and transverse directions allows for 
the possibility of periodic solutions to the above governing equations, but application of periodic 
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boundary conditions for pressure and temperature fields along the streamwise direction is not 
straight forward. While pressure decreases along the flow direction, temperature either increases 
or decreases along the flow direction depending on the heat transfer between the fluid and the fin 
surface. It has been well established in the past [Patankar et al. (1977), Patankar and Prakash (1981), 
Ghaddar et al. (1986), Amon and Mikic (1991)] that these variations in the mean pressure and tem-
perature along the flow direction can be subtracted to define a modified pressure and temperature, 
which can admit periodic solutions along both the streamwise and transverse directions. This neces-
sitates reformulation of the governing equations (2.1) - (2.3) in terms of the modified variables. 
The nondimensional total pressure P will be separated into a linear component and a modified 
nondimensional pressure p as follows: 
P(x,y,z,t) = Pin - f3x + p(x,y,z,t) (2.4) 
where Pin is the arbitrary nondimensional pressure at the inlet of the computational domain, andf3 
is the linear component of the nondimensional pressure gradient in the flow direction. Therefore 
by choosingf3 to be a constant (in this case unity), the linear pressure variation can be made to com-
pletely account for the mean pressure drop across the computational domain and the modified nondi-
mensional pressure p can then be assumed to be periodic along both the streamwise and transverse 
directions. Thus the resulting mean pressure difference across the computational domain balances 
the friction loss within the computational domain. By substituting Equation (2.4) for the total pres-
sure into the momentum equation, Equation (2.2), the following equation for the modified nondi-
mensional pressure can be obtained 
au· a(UiU} ap 1 a2u· 
-'+ =0. --+_. ___ I 
at aXj II aXi ReT: ax; (2.5) 
where Oil is the Kronecker delta, and the index i = 1 denotes the streamwise or flow direction. 
Therefore in the present computations the streamwise nondimensional pressure gradient is held 
fixed and the computed flow rate adjusts itself over time in order for the friction loss to instanta-
neously balance the applied pressure force. It must be pointed out that the linear pressure variation 
accurately accounts for the mean pressure variation only across the entire streamwise periodic 
boundaries. The actual mean nondimensional pressure variation along the streamwise direction will 
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significantly depart from the linear variation and therefore the mean streamwise gradient of the mod-
ified non dimensional pressure, defined as 
a 1 f LY/2 fLZ 
a-[L T p(x,y,z,t)dzdy] 
x ~z -Ly/2 0 
will in general be nonzero. But the mean modified nondimensional pressure difference across the 
computational domain 
f Lx/2 a 1 f Ly/2 f Lz a-[L T p(x,y,z,t)dzdy]dx 
o x ~z -Ly/2 0 
will be identically zero. 
Based on the above arguments periodic boundary conditions of the following general form can 
be applied for both the nondimensional velocity and modified nondimensional pressure 
u,{x + nLx, y + mL,. Z, t) = u;(x, y, z, t) 
p(x + nLxoY + mLy,Z, t) = p(x,y,z, t) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
In the above it is assumed that the computational domain consists of n rows of fins in the x direction 
and m columns of fins in the y direction. Such general periodic boundary conditions as a model for 
flow over a periodically repeating geometry have been considered in the past by Patankar and co-
workers in studying flow and heat transfer in inline and staggered parallel-plate fins [Patankar et al. 
(1977), Patankar and Prakash (1981)]. This approach has also been adopted by more recent investi-
gators such as Ghaddar et al. (1986), Amon and Mikic (1991) in studying flow and heat transfer in 
grooved and communicating channels. Here results will be presented for the case of m = 1 and n 
= 1, thus, effects of subharmonics have been neglected. 
On the fin surfaces, the no slip and no penetration boundary conditions are applied for the veloci-
ties while a Neumann boundary condition of the following type is applied for the modified nondi-
mensional pressure [Gresho and Sani (1987), Williams and Baker (1996)]. 
Vpon = 0 (2.8) 
where n is the outward unit vector normal to the fin surface denoted by aDfin. 
Similarly the nondimensional temperature, T, can be decomposed into a linear part and a modi-
fied nondimensional temperature, 8, as 
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T(x,y,z,t) = Tin + yx + (}(x,y,z,t) (2.9) 
where 1in is the arbitrary nondimensional inlet temperature and yx specifies the linear portion of the 
nondimensional temperature variation along the flow direction due to the constant heat flux bound-
ary condition on the fin surface. This linear portion is so chosen that it fully accounts for the net 
temperature change from the inlet to the outlet of the computational domain. Performing a global 
energy balance gives a dimensional mean temperature change of q"*t2j */(pCpQ*L*z) from the inlet 
to the outlet of the domain, where t2j * is the fin surface area, Cp is the specific heat of the fluid, L *z 
is the span wise width of the fin, and Q * is the flow rate per unit width along the z direction. Hence, 
the nondimensional temperature gradient can be written in terms of the corresponding nondimen-
sional variables as: 
(2.10) 
where ~ is the sum of nondimensional perimeters of all the fins within a basic unit. By substituting 
the nondimensional temperature decomposition, Equation (2.9), into the energy equation, Equation 
(2.3), and ignoring any time dependence of y, we obtain an equation for the modified nondimension-
al temperature as: 
(2.11) 
where the modified nondimensional temperature () can also be considered to be periodic along the 
streamwise and transverse directions and must satisfy the following general conditions: 
(}(x + nLx> y + mLy, z, t) = (}(x, y, z, t) (2.12) 
Furthermore from Equation (2.8), the constant heat flux at the fin surface reduces to the following 
boundary condition for the modified temperature at the fin surface 
n(} 1\ 1\ 1\ (v )on = 1 - yex·n (2.13) 
where ex is the unit vector in the x direction. 
From the above discussion it is clear that the definition of modified nondimensional temperature 
according to Equation (2.9) and the subsequent periodic boundary condition in the streamwise direc-
tion on computational boundaries were made possible by the constant heat flux boundary condition, 
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which provided a precise measure of the temperature difference between the inlet and outlet of the 
computational domain. With an isothermal boundary condition, since the fluid temperature continu-
ously either increases or decreases downstream depending on the direction of heat transfer between 
the fin surface and the fluid, application of the periodic thermal boundary condition along the 
streamwise direction is not straightforward. Modified temperature and appropriate periodic bound-
ary conditions based on a self-similar development of the thermal profile have been proposed by 
Patankar et al. (1977) in the steady flow regime. Formulation ofthe periodic self-similar develop-
ment of the thermal field under the isothermal condition has not been performed in the unsteady flow 
regime. 
In the three-dimensional computations the spanwise direction is considered to be periodic and 
periodic boundary conditions were applied for the velocity, pressure and temperature fields along 
the z direction. The present computations to be reported were performed with a nondimensional 
spanwise extent of 4b. At Reynolds numbers just above the critical value for the onset of three-di-
mensionality as considered here, it has been observed that wake behind bluff bodies [Williamson 
(1988), Wu et al. (1994), Mansy et al. (1994) and Henderson (1994)] exhibits three-dimensionality 
in the form of periodic structures with spanwise wave lengths ranging from 0.8 to 4 times the height 
of the bluff body. But no such results exist for flow around a periodic array of flat plates of finite 
thickness and based on the bluff body results a spanwise extent of 4b is chosen to capture the essential 
three-dimensional physics and topological features of the flow, with adequate resolution along the 
spanwise direction. Although a larger computational domain along the spanwise direction may be 
desirable, the corresponding well resolved simulations can be prohibitively expensive. 
2.3 Discretization of the Governing Equations 
The numerical approach followed here is direct simulation where the governing equations are 
solved faithfully with all the relevant length and time scales adequately resolved and no turbulence 
models employed. Two different codes have been used in the present study. The first code is used 
in the simulation of flow and heat transfer in parallel-plate fins, and a second-order accurate finite 
difference formulation which is similar to the Harlow-Welch scheme [Harlow and Welch (1965)] 
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is employed [Tafti (1995), Zhang et al. (1996)]. Equations (2.1), (2.5) and (2.11) are solved on a 
staggered Cartesian grid in which the velocity nodes are staggered halfway from the scalar nodes 
in their respective coordinate directions. A two-dimensional equivalent of the staggered grid is 
shown in Figure 2.3. The second code is used in the study of flow and heat transfer in louvered fins. 
Due to the irregular geometry of the louvered fins, a general boundary-conforming transformation 
of type x = x(~) is used in order to map the physical space, x, to the logical/computational space, 
;. The resulting equations are solved in computational space on a non-staggered grid with the Carte-
sian velocities as dependent variables [Tafti (1996b)]. Figure 2.4 shows a typical grid used in the 
current louvered fin simulations. The governing equations are discretized using a finite-volume for-
mulation in which the volume integrals are reduced to surface fluxes on the cell faces for the convec-
tion and viscous terms. The convection and viscous terms are approximated by second-order central 
differences. 
Time integration of the discretized momentum equations is performed by using the fractional-
step method [Chorin (1968), Kim and Moin (1985)]. Briefly described here, first an intermediate 
velocity field is calculated by neglecting the contribution from the pressure gradient term to the mo-
mentum balance. The time advancement of this step is performed by using an explicit second-order 
accurate Adams-Bashforth approximation as shown below symbolically 
u~ - un 
I i = <5 + lIn _ 1 r- 1 
L1t i1 2 i 2 i (2.14) 
where u; * denotes the intermediate velocity field and I i is defined as 
a(UiU) 1 a2Ui ].= - +--
I aXj Re-c ax~ 
J 
(2.15) 
The above step accounts for only the viscous and inertial effects. Next the intermediate velocity, u; *, 
is made divergence-free by solving the pressure Poisson equation for pn+l and the correction to the 
intermediate velocity field to account for the pressure effect is given by 
apn+l U~ + 1 = U~ - L1 t---=-=--
I I ax; (2.16) 
where the pressure field, pn+ 1 , is obtained by satisfying the continuity equation at time (n+ 1), result-
ing in the following pressure Poisson's equation 
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a apn + 1 _ 1 au7 
-( )---
ax- ax- L1t ax-l l l 
(2.17) 
The energy equation is advanced in time by using a fully explicit second-order Adams-Bashforth 
approximation as follows: 
where 
on+l - on 
L1t (2.18) 
(2.19) 
In a typical simulation, the hydrodynamic flow field is allowed to reach a fully developed state 
before the heat transfer calculations are initiated. The definition of the fully developed state depends 
on the flow regime. For flows at low Reynolds numbers, which do not exhibit any vortex shedding, 
the nondimensional flow rate Q will be truly time-independent in the fully developed state. In flow 
regimes with vortex shedding, Q will only exhibit constancy when averaged over some suitable en-
semble. It is found that even at the highest Reynolds numbers considered here, the instantaneous Q 
varies less than 1% from its mean value, and correspondingly from Equation (2.10), the neglected 
time variation in the nondimensional temperature gradient, y, is also negligible. Once the flow rate 
has reached a fully developed state, the heat transfer calculations are initiated with an arbitrary initial 
field of 0 = O. Subsequently the time evolution of the average Nuss~lt number over the fm surface 
is monitored to determine the thermal fully developed state. Results provided here are obtained in 
the hydrodynamically and thermally fully developed state. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of parallel-plate fm arrangements studied along with computational domains: 
(a) inline; (b) staggered; (c) staggered-II. 
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of louvered fin geometry currently simulated along with the computational 
domain. 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of staggered Cartesian grid used in parallel-plate fin simulations. 
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Figure 2.4 Schematic of non-staggered grid with body fitted coordinates, used in louvered fin simu-
lations. 
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CHAPTER 3. CODE VALIDATION 
In this chapter, some basic quantities will be defined first and then results of grid dependency 
studies will be shown along with a comparison to experimental data. Although the computations 
were performed with H* and (!J.P* Ie) 112 as the length and velocity scales, in the results to be presented 
the Reynolds number, Re, is defined based on the hydraulic diameter Dh * = 4A", * I(Qf */4 *), as Re 
= v* Dh *'v, where v* is the dimensional mean velocity at minimum flow cross-section area 
A~, andQj is the heat transfer surface area. The Reynolds number defined here can be expressed 
in terms of nondimensional quantities as Re = Q4.DhRerIAm. where Q is the flow rate per unit span-
wise width. 
Instantaneous local heat transfer efficiency will be expressed in terms of the instantaneous local 
Nusselt number based on the hydraulic diameter, defined as 
AT ( •• ) [q"·/(Tj(s·,t·) - T;..t<s·,r))]D: 
lVU s,t = k (3.1) 
where Tj and T;.ef are the dimensional fin surface and local reference temperatures, respectively, 
and s· measures the length along the periphery of the fin. The above equation can be rewritten in 
terms of nondimensional quantities as 
Nu(s,t) = Of. )IJ J. ) s, t 11 S, t (3.2) 
where Of is the local nondimensional fin surface temperature and Oref is the reference nondimensional 
temperature defined as 
fLY/2 fLZ (}Iuldzdy 
o -Ly/2 0 
,./....s, t) = L /2 L f Y f Z luldzdy 
-Ly/2 0 
(3.3) 
Here the absolute value of streamwise velocity is used so that regions with reverse flow are also prop-
edy represented [Patankar and Prakash (1981)]. Following Equation (3.1), the instantaneous global 
Nusselt number based on hydraulic diameter, <Nu>, is defined as the ratio of instantaneous total 
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flow rate from the fin surface through convection to that through conduction, and can be simplified 
in terms of nondimensional quantities as 
(3.4) 
The overall Nusselt number, denoted by <Nu>, is then defined as the average of the above over time. 
The time averaged local Nusselt number, Nu(s), is defined based on time averaged flow and thermal 
fields quantities such as II and Bin Equations (3.2) and (3.3). In order to evaluate the overall perfor-
mance of the system, a modified Colburnj factor is defined as 
. < Nu > 
J = RePro.4 (3.5) 
where n=OA for developed flow [Sparrow and Hajiloo (1980)]. Friction factor,/. which measures 
the dimensionless pressure drop, is also defined here as 
(3.6) 
where LiP; is the applied streamwise dimensional pressure drop across the computational domain. 
The above defined friction factor f can be expressed in terms of the nondimensional quantities as 
(3.7) 
Table 3 .1 lists the geometrical parameters for all the cases studied for the inline arrangement and 
Table 3 .2 lists that of the staggered arrangement. Case IL 1 was considered to validate our calculation 
procedure with the experiments of Mullisen and Loehrke (1986). The geometries represented by 
Case IL2 and Case IL3 are of primary interest to the study of heat transfer enhancement mechanisms 
. which will be discussed in great detail in Chapter 4. Case IL3 has the same geometric parameters 
as that of Case IL2, however, in this case the simulation is performed over only half the computation-
al domain in the transverse direction and symmetry boundary conditions are applied along the fin 
and wake centerline. These simulations will be termed steady symmetrized simulations. Two kinds 
of staggered geometries are also studied which have exactly the same hydraulic diameter as that of 
Case IL2 and Case IL3, except that the fins have been placed in staggered patterns. Case SG 1 and 
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Case SG2 (staggered-symmetrized) are obtained from the inline arrangement, IL2 and IL3 (inline-
symmetrized), by shifting the alternate row of fins by half a wavelength, "4 */2, in the x direction. 
The last case in staggered arrangement is Case SG3 which is obtained from the inline arrangement 
by shifting the alternate column of fins by a half wavelength, Ly */2, in the transverse direction. The 
comparison of calculated flows between SG 1 and SG3 shows the effect of fin arrangement. All cal-
culations were performed by integrating the time-dependent Navier-Stokes and energy equations. 
3.1 Parallel Performance 
All computations of parallel-plate fin geometry are performed on the Connection Machine 5 
(CM-5). The CM-5 at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) is a massively 
parallel computer architecture containing 512 processing nodes (each processor has four vector 
units) with 32 MBytes of memory for each node and a collective memory of 16 GBytes. This work 
was developed based on a general purpose computer program on the CM-5 in the data parallel para-
digm [Tafti (1995a)] for the direct and large eddy simulations of turbulence. The computer program 
has several features ranging from second-order to high-order accurate finite-volume approxima-
tions, explicit/semi-implicit time advancement algorithms and an ability to handle a mix of bound-
ary conditions with different solution techniques for the pressure equation. These features, bench-
mark solutions and validations of the flow solvers can be found in Tafti (1994, 1996a). 
For flows with two homogeneous directions (e.g. turbulent channel flow calculations) the pres-
sure Poisson equation is solved with 2-D FFT's in the homogeneous directions with a direct line 
solver in the inhomogeneous direction. Using this approach with a semi-implicit treatment of the 
momentum equations, execution speeds up to 8.8 GFlops per second have been obtained on 512 
processing nodes with 24 million nodes in the calculation domain [Tafti (1996a)]. In the present 
study, the flow is inhomogeneous in both directions, and the method of Conjugate Gradients (CG) 
[Hestenes and Stiefel (1952)] is used to solve the pressure Poisson equation. The parallel imple-
mentation and performance of preconditioned CG and other Krylov subspace-based methods can 
be found in Tafti (1995b). In this chapter, the execution speeds for the grid sizes used in the present 
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parallel-plate fin geometry study will be shown along with the scalability of the computer program 
for large grid sizes, which would arise in large two- and three-dimensional calculations. 
Figure 3.1 shows the typical performance for the two-dimensional grids used in the current work 
on a 32-node partition of the CM-5. The MFlop/s rates are obtained by estimating the floating point 
operations in each module of the computer program. Typically, 97% of the computational time is 
spent in solving the pressure equation, while the other 3% is subsequently spent in solving the mo-
mentum and energy equations. It is found that the performance is a modest 100 MFlops/s at a resolu-
tion of 128x32, but increases rapidly to 450 MFlops/s as the grid resolution increases to 512x256. 
This is a result of increased vector lengths as the problem size increases with a fixed processor num-
ber and the resulting lower communication costs per floating point operation. Furthermore, Figure 
3.2 shows the scalability of the computer program. As the grid size is varied from 512x256 on 
32-node partition to 1 024x1 024 on a 256-node partition, a near perfect scalability is observed. Ex-
trapolating this result to a 2048x1 024 grid on a 512-node CM-5 partition gives a performance of 7.0 
GFlops per second, which clearly indicates the capability of the computer program to solve large 
scale heat transfer problems. 
A typical unsteady simulation with a grid size of 128x32 cells requires about 0.3 - 0.4 second 
per time step on a 32-node CM-5 partition, depending on the Reynolds number simulated. A typical 
computation in the time-dependent flow regime requires about 0.8 - 1.4 nondimensional time units 
for a shedding cycle. The typical nondimensional time step used in the present computations is of 
the order of 0.002, corresponding to a CFL number of 0.3 - 0.5. Thus about 2 - 5 minutes on a 
32-node partition are needed for a shedding cycle. The simulations are usually performed for more 
than 50 shedding cycles to ensure a stationary state be reached. 
3.2 Grid Dependency Study 
Grid dependency studies were performed for Case ILl and Case IL2 at high Reynolds numbers 
to check the accuracy of the computer program and the resolution used in parallel-plate fin simula-
tions. For Case IL 1, the grid resolution was increased from 128x32 to 256x64 at Ret = 100 (Re ~ 
2450). It is found that by doubling the resolution in both directions, thej factor and friction factor 
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are reduced by 4% and 5%, respectively (see Table 3.3). Furthermore, for Case IL2 a similar resolu-
tion study at Ret = 70 (Re ~ 2000) also performed by increasing the number of grid points from 
128x32 to 256x64 and 512x128 (see Table 3.4). By doubling the grid size in each direction to 
256x64, the friction factor/is reduced by about 9% while the j factor is reduced by 6%. Further 
doubling the grid to 512x128 cells resulted in a nominal reduction of 1% and 2% for the/factor and 
friction factor, respectively. In view of these results, it is expected that deviations occur between 
5 to 10% in the friction factor/ and j factor reported on the 128x32 grid for Re ~ 2000 for the two-di-
mensional calculations in the simulation of flow and heat transfer in parallel-plate fins. 
In the louvered fin simulations, at the Reynolds number of Ret = 10 (Re ~ 1000), the grid size 
was increased from 128x64 to 128x128 to check the grid dependency of the solutions. It is observed 
that doubling the grid in the y direction resulting in a reduction ofj factor by 6.5% and an increase 
of friction factor by 2.3% as shown in Table 3.5. 
3.3 Comparison To Experimental Results 
Table 3.6 summarizes the calculations performed for Reynolds numbers ranging from 165 to 
3535 for Case ILL The calculation domain was resolved with 128x32 finite difference cells in the 
x and y directions, respectively. In reporting their experimental results, Mullisen and Loehrke (1986) 
defined their hydraulic diameter based on the heat transfer length of the fins (L in Figure 2.1.) and 
the heat transfer area as based on only the top and bottom surface ofthe fin (2Lx4. in Figure 2.1.). 
Based on our definition of Dh and / (Equation (3.5)), we obtain the following scaling factors for Dh: 
Dh = 1.846 Dh(ML) (3.8) 
and for friction factor f: 
/ = 0.983 i;ML) (3.9) 
Here no scaling is needed for the Colburn j factor. Figure 3.3 compares the current computed j factor 
and friction factor to the experimental results of Mullisen and Loehrke (1986). Further, the results 
of Sparrow and Liu (1979) for an array of inline plates of infinitesimal thickness (b = 0), calculated 
for the current geometry are plotted. In their calculations, Sparrow and Liu (1979) assumed steady 
symmetric flow and solved the parabolic boundary layer equations. Because ofthese assumptions, 
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theirj and friction factors do not include the effects of vortex shedding. In Figure 3.3, it is observed 
that the results of Sparrow and Liu (1979) agree well with the experiments and current calculations 
for Re < 380. However, there are substantial differences for Re > 380, due partly to the difference 
in geometry (finite fin thickness versus zero fin thickness), but more importantly due to the absence 
of vortex shedding in their simulations. On the other hand, it is found that the present time-depen-
dent calculations show very good agreement with the experimental results up to Re = 1300, after 
which the present calculations overpredict the j factor and friction factor. The difference in the j 
factor appears larger than that of the friction factor f. 
Here it should be cautioned that while our simulations employ a constant heat flux boundary con-
dition on fin surfaces, Mullisen and Loehrke's experiments employed a constant temperature bound-
ary condition. Furthermore, Mullisen and Loehrke directly measured only the inlet and outlet fluid 
temperature from which the j factor was computed iteratively by solving a one-dimensional energy 
equation for both the fin and the fluid. Additionally, while periodic boundary conditions are 
employed along the x and y directions in the present computations, Mullisen and Loehrke's experi-
ments consisted of four fins along the streamwise direction and 26 fins along the transverse direc-
tion. Although 4 fins along the streamwise direction may appear not to be fully sufficient for estab-
lishing a fully developed flow, there is experimental evidence that the flow and thermal fields 
approach a fully developed state by the second fin along the streamwise direction [Sparrow and Haji-
100 (1980)]. Thus, while the favorable comparison between the present simulations and the experi-
mental results of Mullisen and Loehrke yields support for the present computational approach, the 
near perfect agreement at moderate Reynolds numbers maybe considered somewhat fortuitous. At 
high Reynolds numbers, Re > 1300, the difference between the present simulation results and those 
of Mullisen and Loehrke's experiments increases. This is mainly due to the effect of intrinsic three-
dimensionality of the flow and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 
Comparison of results from the staggered arrangement (Case sa 1) with experiments of DeJong 
and Jacobi (1996) and other correlations [Joshi and Webb (1987), Manglik and Bergles (1990)] are 
shown in Figure 3.4. In plotting the results from the correlations, the smallest aspect ratio, CI4., from 
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their original experimental data has been chosen in order to better approximate two-dimensionality. 
Reasonable comparison can be seen in both the heat transfer and frictional loss results. 
Finally, Figure 3.5 compares current louvered fin results with the experimental data of DeJong 
(1996) and those of Zhang and Lang (1989). Here in order to facilitate comparison, all the quantities 
have been redefined based on the fin length instead of the hydraulic diameter as discussed in Chapter 
6. The geometrical parameters of DeJong (1996) are approximately the same as those employed in 
the current calculations after proper nondimensionalization. Eight rows of fins are employed in the 
streamwise (x) direction while six columns of fins are employed in the transverse (y) direction in 
the test section of Dejong (1996), as shown in Figure 3.6. It is observed that the favorable compari-
son is achieved between current predictions and the data of Dejong (1996). The test arrays in the 
experiments of Zhang and Lang (1989) consist of five column plates in the transverse direction and 
the plate length of the two columns adjacent to the upper and lower walls is half of that of the three 
inner columns as shown in Figure 3.7. The heat transfer measurement is conducted only in the 
middle column. The j factor curve of Zhang and Lang (1989) in Figure 3.5( a) is obtained from their 
correlations for fully developed flow by substituting the currently simulated geometrical parame-
ters, U4 = 0.8 and () = 25°, where 4 is the fin pitch which is equivalent to 4 in current simulations. 
It must be pointed out that while the constant heat flux boundary condition on fin surfaces is 
employed in the current simulations, the isothermal fin surface boundary condition is used in the 
experiments. In plotting the friction factor, since no correlation is available for the experiments of 
Zhang and Lang (1989), the closest geometrical parameters to that of current study have been chosen 
with U4 = 0.75 and () = 25°. Since the pressure drop measurement in Zhang and Lang (1989) is 
separate from the heat/mass transfer measurement, their measured pressure drop included wall fric-
tion and additional form drag from the fins embedded in the walls, which is suspected to have signifi-
cantly contributed to the difference between the current calculated friction factor and the data of 
Zhang and Lang (1989). 
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Table 3.1: A list of inline geometry parameters. 
Case blL SIL CIL Flow 
ILl 0.09 1.0 0.11 steady/unsteady 
IL2 0.12 1.25 0.20 steady/unsteady 
IL3 0.12 1.25 0.20 steady symmetrized 
Table 3.2: A list of staggered geometry parameters. 
Case blL SIL CIL Flow 
SGl 0.12 0.25 0.51 steady/unsteady 
SG2 0.12 0.25 0.51 steady symmetrized 
SG3 0.12 1.25 0.20 steady/unsteady 
Table 3.3: Dependence ofj andfon grid resolution for Case ILl at Rer = 100. 
Grid Resolution j f 
128x32 0.0196 0.0614 
256x64 0.0188 0.0587 
Table 3.4: Dependence of j and f on grid resolution for Case IL2 at Rer = 70. 
Grid Resolution j f 
128x32 0.0242 0.0841 
256x64 0.0229 0.0764 
512x128 0.0224 0.0755 
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Table 3.5: Dependence ofj andfon grid resolution for louvered fin simulation at Ref: = 10. 
Grid Resolution j f 
128x64 0.0418 0.1417 
128x128 0.0391 0.1450 
Table 3.6: Summary of calculations performed for inline Case ILl (l28x32). 
Ret Rl!b Re 
15 35 165 
20 58 275 
25 84 397 
30 112 531 
40 171 811 
50 285 1086 
60 338 1347 
80 393 1859 
100 507 2392 
1001 519 2455 
1002 518 2449 
140 735 3474 
1403 748 3535 
Itwo-dimensional simulation, grid size 256x64 
2three-dimensional simulation, grid size 256x64x64 
3three-dimensional simulation, grid size 128x32x64 
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j f 
0.1076 0.2919 
0.0664 0.1873 
0.0482 0.1406 
0.0379 0.1131 
0.0283 0.0862 
0.0244 0.0750 
0.0226 0.0702 
0.0211 0.0655 
0.0196 0.0614 
0.0188 0.0587 
0.0161 0.0590 
0.0179 0.0575 
0.0143 0.0555 
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Figure 3.1 Parallel perfonnance on a 32-node CM-5 partition with different grid sizes. 
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Figure 3.3 Comparison of current calculated inline overall performance data with existing experi-
mental and numerical data: ( a) j factor; (b) friction factor. 
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of current calculated louvered fin overall performance data with existing 
data: (a)j factor; (b) friction factor. 
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Figure 3.6 Schematic of the test array of louvered fin geometry of DeJong (1996) 
Figure 3.7 Schematic of the test array of louvered fin geometry Zhang and Lang (1989) 
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CHAPTER 4. HEAT TRANSFER ENHANCEMENT MECHANISMS 
IN PARALLEL-PLATE FIN HEAT EXCHANGERS 
In this chapter, the heat transfer enhancement mechanisms and the performance of parallel-plate 
fin heat exchangers are studied. Geometry effects such as finite fin thickness and fin arrangements 
are also investigated. The time-dependent flow behavior due to vortex shedding has been taken into 
consideration by solving the unsteady Navier-Stokes and energy equations. In the unsteady flow 
regime, in addition to the full time-dependent calculations, companion steady symmetrized flow cal-
culations have also been performed to clearly identify the effect of vortex shedding on heat transfer 
and friction loss. Additional comparisons have been made to theoretical results for fully developed 
flow between uninterrupted continuous parallel plates and those of restarted boundary layers with 
negligible fin thickness, in order to quantify the role of the boundary layer restart mechanism as well 
as the effect of finite fin thickness and fin arrangement. One inline arrangement (Case IL2 and Case 
IL3 as shown in Figure 2.1 (a)) and a corresponding staggered arrangement (Case SG 1 and Case SG2 
as shown in Figure 2.1 (b)) are considered in detail. The heat transfer surface area per unit volume 
is maintained the same for the two geometries. In the inline arrangement shown in Figure 2. 1 (a) 
the minimum flow cross-sectional area is chosen to be (2H*-b *)4. * and the heat transfer surface area 
is 2( b *+ L *)4. *, while in the staggered arrangement shown in Figure 2.1 (b) the minimum flow cross-
sectional area is chosen to be (4H*-2b *)4. * and the heat transfer surface area is 4(b * +L *)4. *, where 
4. * is the width of the fin in the spanwise, z, direction, taken to be unity in the present two-dimension-
al simulations. Thus for both the inline and staggered geometries used in the present computations 
the hydraulic diameter is given by 5.026H*. In order to facilitate comparison, Case ILl is referred 
to as unsteady inline, Case IL2 is referred to as symmetrized inline, Case SG 1 is referred to as un-
steady staggered and Case SG2 is referred to as symmetrized staggered. Any reference to other cases 
will be explicitly stated. 
The various transitions undergone by the flow as the Reynolds number is increased are shown 
first. Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show the flow pattern and the corresponding time variation of 
the instantaneous global Nusselt number for the staggered geometry (Case SG1) at four different 
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Reynolds numbers: Re '= 246,720, 1245 and 1465, respectively. The constancy of <.Nu> shown in 
Figure 4.1 indicates that the flow is steady laminar at Re = 246. The recirculating bubble seen in 
the wake is observed to grow in size with increasing Reynolds number in the steady flow regime. 
The flow becomes unsteady at a critical Reynolds number somewhere between 474 and 720, which 
is consistent with the theoretical prediction of Recrit = 688 for this geometry by Joshi and Webb 
(1987). Above this critical Reynolds number a time periodic state is obtained as can be inferred from 
the asymmetric state of the wake bubble and the small amplitude waviness of the wake at Re = 720 
as shown in Figure 4.2. At this Reynolds number the time trace of the instantaneous global Nusselt 
number shows that the flow oscillates at a single frequency, with a Strouhal number St = 0.15, where 
St = F*b */V* and F* is the primary dimensional frequency of oscillation. As Reynolds number fur-
ther increases, the flow undergoes another instability as can be seen from the appearance of a strong 
secondary low frequency in the time history of Nusselt number at Re = 1245 as shown in Figure 4.3. 
At this Reynolds number the Strouhal number of the primary frequency increases to 0.17 and the 
secondary low frequency is approximately one fifth of the primary shedding frequency. Also can 
be seen is the appearance of well defined vortices that roll on the top and bottom surfaces of the fin. 
With further increase in Reynolds number the flow soon becomes chaotic as shown by the flow field 
and the time history of Nusselt number at Re = 1465 in Figure 4.4. 
The flow in the inline arrangement follows a similar qualitative pattern, although the transition 
Reynolds number for the appearance of the various flow regimes quantitatively differs from those 
of the staggered arrangement. In the unsteady inline simulations (Case IL2), the flow was found 
to be steady at Re = 245 with a recirculation bubble behind the trailing edge of the rm. At the next 
higher Reynolds number of Re = 381, periodic vortex shedding was observed to occur with a Strou-
hal number of 0.14. Above this, up to a Reynolds number of about 2000, the flow is observed to 
be unsteady with a single shedding frequency. The appearance of an additional frequency and subse-
quent transitions to a chaotic state are delayed to higher Reynolds numbers compared with that in 
staggered arrangement. Figure 4.5( a) and Figure 4.5(b) show the time history of the velocity 'U at 
x = 0, y = 0 for flow at a Reynolds number of 1407 after reaching a stationary state and the corre-
sponding frequency spectrum, which clearly indicates a dominant nondimensional primary frequen-
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cy F of 1.2 corresponding to a Strouhal number of 0.16. Figure 4.S(c) and Figure 4.S(d) show the 
corresponding time history and frequency spectrum for the N usselt number signal, and it is observed 
that the dominant frequency of 2.4 is exactly twice that of the velocity signal. Figures 4.6(a-d) show 
similar plots at Reynolds number of 2191. At this higher Reynolds number the Strouhal number 
further increases to 0.17 and the frequency spectrum shows a lot more activity with the presence of 
low frequency oscillations in the Nusselt number signal. 
The Strouhal numbers for the staggered and inline arrangements are listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, 
respectively. In both cases, the Strouhal number, St, can be seen to be nearly a constant over a range 
of Reynolds numbers and jumps to a higher value at higher Reynolds numbers. Okajima (1982) 
observed similar phenomena in his experiments on the vortex shedding frequencies of various rect-
angular cylinders placed in a uniform flow. For the relatively high ratio of L "Ib* = 4 employed in 
his experiments, Strouhal number is almost independent of Reynolds numbers and has a value of 
0.14. Furthermore it is observed in the inline arrangement as shown in Table 4.2 that there is ajump 
in Strouhal number near the Reynolds number of 1400 and by analyzing the Fourier transform of 
the velocity field along the streamwise direction, it is confirmed that this jump is due to a discrete 
change in the number of waves observed along the streamwise direction. For the inline geometry, 
over the range of lower Reynolds numbers four waves were observed over a length of Lx and above 
a Reynolds number of 1400 five waves were observed. But the impact of the number of discretized 
waves on both global and localj factor and friction factorjat any given Reynolds number was not 
observed to be strong. 
It must be pointed out that the flow and thermal fields in the unsteady flow regime are qualitative-
ly similar in both the inline and staggered arrangements. For example, Figure 4.7(a) shows the 
instantaneous temperature contours for the staggered arrangement at Re = 1465 and the correspond-
ing velocity vector field can be seen in Figure 4.4. Figures 4.7 (b-c) show the flow and thermal fields 
for the inline arrangement at a comparable Reynolds number of 1407. From these figures it is clear 
that in both these arrangements there are vortices that roll on the top and bottom surfaces of the fin 
which significantly alter the local thermal field and thereby the local heat transfer. These vortices 
rotate clockwise on the top surface and rotate counter-clockwise on the bottom surface. They act 
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as large scale mixers and bring in fluid from the freestream on their downstream side towards the 
fin surface and eject the fluid on their upstream side away from the fin surface. This can be seen 
to result in the crowding of the temperature contours near the fin surface. The oscillatory nature of 
the flow manifests itself in the wake of the fin elements as wavy motion that propagates in the stream-
wise direction over time. 
4.1 Global Results 
In Figure 4.8 the Colburnj factor and the friction factor are plotted against the Reynolds number 
on a log-log scale for the arrangement. Here the objective is to compare these results with those of 
Sparrow and Liu (1979) and those for continuous parallel plates to isolate contributions to heat trans-
fer and friction factor from the individual mechanisms. In order to make a fair comparison and prop-
er estimation of the individual effects it is important to follow a uniform scaling of all the results. 
The theoretical results for the continuous flat plate, shown in Figure 4.8 as the solid line, are based 
on a fully developed laminar flow and thermal fields between two infinitely long parallel plates with 
separation 4H*. This separation was chosen in order to maintain the heat transfer surface area per 
unit volume to be the same as in the inline or staggered arrangement. From Figure 2.1 (b), this corre-
sponds to continuous parallel plates formed by offsetting every other column of fins and then con-
necting the fins, but with zero fin thickness. 
The Nusselt number and the friction factor, based on the half channel height, for a fully devel-
oped flow between parallel plates with constant heat flux are 35/17 and 1.5IRe, respectively. In 
Equation (3.1), the Nusselt number for the inline and staggered arrangements has been defined as 
the ratio of actual heat transfer to corresponding conductive heat transfer with the hydraulic diameter 
as the length scale. Similarly in Equation (3.6) the friction factor represents the nondimensional 
friction loss over a streamwise length of Diz. For proper comparison, the j factor and friction factor 
along with the Reynolds number must be defined with a single common length scale. Here we 
choose D iz = 5. 026H*, the hydraulic diameter of the inline and staggered arrangements as the com-
mon length scale (Sparrow and Liu (1979) used the hydraulic diameter of the continuous parallel 
plates as the common length scale). This scaling results in a factor of D h/2 and DV 4 for the j factor 
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and friction factor for the continuous parallel plate results. One then obtains the followingj factor 
and friction factor/relations: 
j=6.0Re-1 and /=9.4Re-1 [Continuous Parallel Plates] (4.1) 
where Re is the Reynolds number for the parallel plates based on the hydraulic diameter of 
Dh = 5.026H*. In the limit of flow between the continuous parallel plates, boundary layer restart 
and vortex shedding mechanisms are absent. Furthermore, the geometry effects arising from the 
finite fin thickness and the placement of the fin elements are absent as well. These three effects to-
gether account for the substantial increase in the computed j factor and friction factor/for the paral-
lel-plate fins over the continuous parallel plate results. 
Also plotted as the dashed line in Figures 4.8(a-b) are the results obtained by Sparrow and Liu 
(1979) for the staggered arrangement. Once again, in order to maintain the heat transfer area the 
same, the dimensional transverse spacing between adjacent fins is maintained C* = 4H* and the di-
mensional fin length is half the computational domain (4 *12), similar to the staggered arrangement 
except with negligible fin thickness. In their model the above two are the only parameters needed 
since it was assumed that the fins are infinitesimally thin and the resulting flow is considered to be 
steady. Their results on thej factor and friction factor/are again converted with Dh = 5.026H* as 
the length scale and fit by a power law of the form: 
j = 4.19 Re-O·80 and / = 6.83 Re-O·82 [Sparrow and Liu, Staggered] (4.2) 
The difference between the continuous parallel plate and Sparrow and Liu's results accounts for 
only the effect of periodic restarting of the hydrodynamic and thermal boundary layers. It is clear 
that the effect of the boundary layer restart mechanism is to increase overall heat transfer but with 
the associated penalty of higher friction loss. 
It is still difficult to fully assess the importance of self-sustained flow oscillations because the 
difference between the present simulation results and those of Sparrow and Liu (1979) also have 
contribution from the geometry effect, mainly arising from the finite thickness of the fin. In order 
to further isolate and separate these mechanisms, simulations were conducted in the same staggered 
arrangement shown in Figure 2.1 (b), but with appropriate symmetry imposed about the wake center-
line. This symmetrization of the flow removes all asymmetry in the wake associated with the vortex 
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shedding process and thus the flow is constrained to follow the steady solution. We shall call these 
symmetrized simulations as "steady symmetrized simulations". The computed results of the steady 
symmetrized simulation for the staggered arrangement are listed in Table 4.3. It can be seen that 
the steady symmetrized simulation also follows a power law behavior best fit by 
j = 6.0 Re-O·84 and f = 6.2 Re-O·74 [Steady Symmetrized, Staggered] (4.3) 
Differences in the j factor and friction factor of the steady symmetrized simulations and those of 
Sparrow and Liu (1979) account for the finite thickness of the fin elements and the resulting steady 
wake bubble. 
The finite thickness of the fin does seem to affect the overall heat transfer behavior a little, pri-
marily due to the fact that the finite fin thickness decreases the transverse spacing available for the 
flow, C*, from 4H* to 4H*-b *. For the parameters listed in Table A.2, this corresponds to a change 
of 18.75% in the transverse spacing, C*. If this change in transverse spacing is accounted for, then 
the difference between the j factor of the steady symmetrized simulations and those of Sparrow and 
Liu (1979) is negligible. This suggests that the other effects of finite fin thickness, such as those 
due to the wake bubble, can be ignored in heat transfer considerations, at least over the Reynolds 
number range considered here. Similarly, the decrease in transverse spacing available for the flow 
in the case of finite fin thickness accounts for most of the increase in the friction factor fin the steady 
symmetrized simulations over the results of Sparrow and Liu (1979). Even with this change in trans-
verse spacing accounted for, a noticeable increase in the friction factor can be observed. This in-
crease can be attributed to the contribution to friction factor arising from the form drag, in the case 
of finite fin thickness. 
The effect of flow unsteadiness can be illustrated by comparing the unsteady simulations and 
the steady symmetrized simulations in the inline arrangement. At low Reynolds numbers, the results 
from unsteady simulations are identical to those from steady symmetrized simulations in the steady 
flow regime and follow the power law behavior. But above the critical Reynolds number, once the 
flow becomes time-dependent, the unsteady simulation results show systematic deviation from the 
power law curve of the steady symmetrized simulations with significant increase in both the j factor 
and friction factor f as shown in Figure 4.8. These critical Reynolds numbers are estimated to be 
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approximately 350 for the inline arrangement and 650 for the staggered arrangement. Differences 
in the performance of the steady symmetrized and the unsteady simulations are solely due to the ef-
fect of flow unsteadiness. These differences are well evident when comparing the time-averaged 
mean streamlines and temperature contours. Figure 4.9(a) show the time-averaged streamlines ob-
tained from the unsteady inline simulation at Re = 797, and Figure 4.9(b) shows that for the steady 
symmetrized simulation at approximately the same Reynolds number (Re = 804). The correspond-
ing temperature contours are shown in Figure 4.10. Similar plots for the mean streamlines and tem-
perature profiles at a higher Reynolds number of approximately 1400 are shown in Figure 4.11 and 
Figure 4.12, respectively. At lower Reynolds numbers when the actual flow is steady, the mean 
streamline pattern and temperature profiles from both full and steady symmetrized simulations are 
in perfect agreement. However, as the Reynolds number increases to the unsteady flow regime, there 
are large differences in the mean flow patterns. For the steady symmetrized cases, the recirculation 
zone behind the fin increases with the Reynolds number while the unsteady simulations show a de-
creasing and much smaller recirculation zone due to the increased mixing as the Reynolds number 
increases. Correspondingly, there are large differences in the mean temperature profiles. These dif-
ferences introduce large errors in the prediction ofj andfand thus, clearly illustrate the importance 
of accounting for flow unsteadiness at higher Reynolds numbers. 
Figure 4.13 shows the global results for the inline fin arrangement. Here again a comparison 
of the j factor and friction factor from the continuous parallel plate theory, simulations of Sparrow 
and Liu (1979) for inline plates of infinitesimal thickness, steady symmetrized simulations and the 
full unsteady simulations help to separate the individual contributions from the boundary layer re-
start, finite geometry and self-sustained oscillatory effects. The results of Sparrow and Liu (1979) 
and steady symmetrized simulations (listed in Table 4.4) can be fit by the following power laws: 
j = 6.06Re~·84 and f = 12.73 Re~·89 [Sparrow and Liu, Inline] (4.4) 
j = 10.5 Re~·88 and f = 22.5 Re~·82 [Steady Symmetrized, Inline] (4.5) 
The general trend seems to fit the description provided for the staggered arrangement. But there are 
some differences. Mainly, the geometry effect given by the difference between the steady symme-
trized simulations and the results of Sparrow and Liu (1979) appears larger than the staggered coun-
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terpart. This is because, in the inline geometry the effect of finite fin thickness in decreasing the 
transverse gap available for the flow, C*, from 2H* to 2H*-b * accounts for a 37.5% reduction in the 
flow cross-section. Whereas, in the staggered arrangement the reduction in flow cross-section is 
only 18.75%. This decrease in the flow cross-section almost entirely accounts for the increase in 
the j factor, but the friction factor is further increased by the presence of form drag in the case of 
finite fin thickness. Furthermore, in both the inline and staggered arrangements, the fully developed 
boundary layer results can be seen to slowly diverge from the other two power laws with increasing 
Reynolds number. This effect is more visible in the friction factorj. This is possibly due to the fact 
that at lower Reynolds numbers the flow between the adjacent plates in the transverse direction rap-
idly develops into a fully developed flow, whereas as the Reynolds number increases the entrance 
length for flow and thermal development also increases, thus increasing the deviation from a fully 
developed flow. This hypothesis will be confirmed later with a careful look at the hydrodynamic 
and thermal boundary layers. 
A comparison of the two arrangements for the same Reynolds number based on hydraulic diame-
ter, shows that the inline arrangement results in a higher heat transfer accompanied by higher friction 
loss than the staggered arrangement as shown in Figure 4.14. The higher heat transfer enhancement 
in the inline arrangement is caused by the smaller transverse spacing, C*, which results in thinner 
boundary layers than those in the staggered arrangement. The smaller boundary layers ar~ also asso-
ciated with higher skin friction resulting in a higher friction factor in the inline arrangement. Fur-
thermore, it is observed that the inline geometry and the second staggered geometry, staggered-IT 
(results listed in Table 4.5), have about the same performance, which suggests that each row of fins 
in the streamwise direction has little impact on the flow and heat transfer of the following row of 
fins, provided that they are separated by some sufficient length, S. This result seems to hold over 
the entire Reynolds number range investigated. 
4.2 Local Nusselt Number Distribution 
In the following, the role of vortices in enhancing the local heat transfer will be closely ex-
amined. Figure 4.15 shows the velocity vector field in the inline arrangement at Re = 797 at two 
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different time instances and their corresponding instantaneous local Nusselt number distribution 
along the fin periphery. These two instances are separated by 0.5 nondimensional time units, which 
corresponds to 0.45 shedding period. At the first time instance shown in Figure 4. 15(a) a counter-
clockwise vortex can be clearly seen to be located on the bottom left hand side of the fin. Over time 
this vortex travels down the fin surface and at the later time instance shown in Figure 4.15(b) it has 
significantly lost its strength and can be barely located at approximately x = 7 on the bottom surface. 
In the meantime a clockwise vortex has been shed off the front top leading edge of the fin and can 
be seen to be located atx = 5. In fact, the imprint of an earlier clockwise vortex can be seen in Figure 
4. 15(a) at x = 8 as the inrush of fluid toward the fin. Also marked in this figure are the fin surface 
locators starting from the top left comer (marked A in Figure 4. 15(b)) going around the clockwise 
direction (marked B, C, D in Figure 4. 15(b)) and back to the top left comer of the fin. These shed 
vortices act as large-scale mixers by entraining freestream fluid around their downstream periphery 
and ejecting it upstream similar to the phenomena observed in flow over a blunt flat plate by Tafti 
(1991a). 
The local Nusselt number is significantly higher at the leading edge due to the stagnating nature 
of the flow, while it is significantly lower in the wake owing to the local recirculation. Enhancement 
of the local Nusselt number can be well correlated with the presence of the clockwise and counter-
clockwise vortices pointed out earlier. For example, the counter-clockwise vortex seen in Figure 
4. 15(a) at x = 5 can be seen to generate a strong local peak in the Nusselt number at s = 12.2. At 
the later instance, this vortex has moved downstream to s = 8.2 and its impact on local Nusselt num-
ber has decreased. Similarly the clockwise vortex on the top surface of the fin can be also related 
to a local peak in the Nusselt number variation and it can be inferred that the vortices can increase 
the local Nusselt number by as much as 50%. Also plotted in Figure 4. 15(c) are the time-averaged 
local Nusselt number, Nu(s), for the unsteady simulation and the local Nusselt number obtained 
from the corresponding steady symmetrized simulation at approximately the same Reynolds num-
ber (Re = 804). In the case of the steady symmetrized solution, the monotonic decrease in the Nusselt 
number away from the front leading edge is solely due to the growth in the thermal boundary layer. 
In the case of time-dependent simulations, significant improvement in local heat transfer can be at-
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tributed to the presence of vortices. The vortices can be seen to adversely affect the local Nusselt 
number on their upstream end where fluid is pushed away from the fin surface and result in a local 
decrease in the Nusselt number below the steady symmetrized simulation result. On the other hand, 
an increase in the local Nusselt number is realized at the downstream side of the vortex where fluid 
is brought to the fin surface, which more than compensates for the decrease at the other upstream 
end. The net effect is to increase heat transfer over the entire fin surface in the time-dependent flow 
regime. The rapid fall in the local Nusselt number in the unsteady simulations is both due to the 
growth of the thermal boundary layer and due to the decrease in the strength of the vortices. 
Figure 4.16 shows the time-averaged Nusselt number distribution on the top (or bottom) surface 
of the fin for many different Reynolds numbers for both arrangements. For the inline arrangement, 
at lower Reynolds numbers below 700, the Nusselt number distribution can be seen to decay to an 
asymptotic value of 16.56. This asymptotic value is the theoretical Nusselt number corresponding 
to a hydrodynamically and thermally fully developed flow between parallel plates of separation C* 
= 2H*-b * (see Figure 2.1 (a)) with isoflux boundary conditions, converted appropriately for the pres-
ent hydraulic diameter of the inline arrangement. Thus, it can be seen that at the lowest Reynolds 
number considered (Re = 120) the thermal boundary layer grows to within 1 % of the fully developed 
thermal boundary layer profile within (s < 2.1) the first 33% of the fm surface. As the Reynolds 
number increases, the Nusselt number at the leading edge grows and increasingly departs from the 
asymptotic value. Accordingly, the length of the thermal entrance region also increases and eventu-
ally grows beyond the length of the fin. Therefore, at higher Reynolds numbers the Nusselt number 
even at the trailing edge is appreciably greater than 16.56. At higher Reynolds numbers in the time-
dependent flow regime, the Nusselt number distribution does not exhibit a simple decay as it does 
at lower Reynolds numbers. A change in theNusselt number distribution due to the strong influence 
of the leading edge vortices on the upstream portion of the fin surface can be clearly seen. Although 
the general behavior in the staggered arrangement can be inferred to be qualitatively the same as that 
of the inline arrangement, there are a number of differences which warrant further comment. At the 
lower Reynolds numbers when the flow is steady, the local Nusselt number can be seen to approach 
an asymptotic value of 6.37, which corresponds to the theoretical Nusselt number for a hydrodynam-
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ically and thermally fully developed flow between parallel plates of separation C* = 4H*-b * (see 
Figure 2.1 (b)) with isoflux boundary conditions, converted appropriately for the present hydraulic 
diameter definition of the staggered arrangement. This asymptotic value of fully developed Nusselt 
number is only 38.5% of that of the inline arrangement, since the transverse spacing between the 
fin elements in the inline arrangement is proportionately smaller than for the staggered arrangement. 
But unlike the inline arrangement, the approach to this asymptotic value is not complete by the trail-
ing edge even at the lowest Reynolds number. This is due to the fact that the velocity and temperature 
profiles at the leading edge are quite distorted and strongly influenced by the upstream fin elements 
in the staggered arrangement (see Figure 4. 17(b)). This effect can also be seen in the significantly 
higher local Nusselt number near the leading edge of the fin. As the Reynolds number increases, 
interestingly the local Nusselt number at the leading edge decreases due to the effect of the wake 
of the upstream fin elements. Whereas, away from the leading edge over most of the fin surface, 
the local Nusselt number increases with an increasing Reynolds number, owing to the action of un-
steady vortices. Just as in the inline geometry, systematic deviations from a simple exponential 
decay can be observed at the higher Reynolds numbers due to contribution from strong vortices. 
The time-averaged nondimensional temperature difference, li - lip profiles as a function of dis-
tance away from the fin surface, ji, are plotted in Figure 4.17 at different Reynolds numbers for both 
arrangements. In the inline arrangement, results for the unsymmetrized full simulations Re = 120, 
797 and 2191 are plotted at three different locations on the fin surface: at the leading edge, middle 
of the top (or bottom) surface of the fin and at the trailing edge of the fin, so that the development 
of the profile can be clearly observed. Also plotted at a Reynolds number close to 797 are the corre-
sponding temperature difference profiles for the steady symmetrized simulation at Re = 804. In the 
present simulations, since the heat flux at the fin surface is held fixed, the nondimensional tempera-
ture gradient at the fin boundary (ji=O) always remains the same equal to unity (see Equation (2.13)). 
Therefore, from the Nusselt number definition given in Equation (3.1), it can be seen that the larger 
the deviation of the free stream temperature from the local fin surface temperature, the lower will 
the corresponding time-averaged local Nusselt number. The lower freestream temperature at Re = 
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120 indicates a corresponding lower Nu. At this lowest Reynolds number the temperature profile 
quickly develops into a fully developed thermal profile and very little difference exists between the 
thermal profiles at the middle point of the fin and at the trailing edge. At the intermediate Reynolds 
number, the time-averaged thermal profile slowly develops until the trailing edge of the fin. On the 
other hand, at Re = 2191 the time-averaged thermal profiles indicate a rapid decrease in the time-av-
eraged local Nusselt number from the leading edge to the mid-point of the fin, but a small increase 
in Nu(s) towards the trailing edge. These results are consistent with the time-averaged local Nusselt 
number distributions shown in Figure 4. 16(a). 
Comparing the li - lit profiles at Re = 797 with those of the corresponding steady symmetrized 
simulation at Re = 804, the effect of vortices on increasing the time-averaged fluid temperature to 
approach the fin surface temperature can be seen over the entire fin length. This effect can be seen 
to somewhat decrease towards the trailing edge, possibly due to the weakening of the vortices as they 
travel downstream. Furthermore, the steady symmetrized solution suggests that even in the absence 
of vortex shedding, the thermal profile is not fully developed by the trailing edge at higher Reynolds 
numbers. This result is in full agreement with theoretical results that the entrance length increases 
with Reynolds number in the laminar regime [White (1974)]. 
Figure 4. 17(b) shows similar plots for the staggered arrangement for three different Reynolds 
numbers, Re = 172, 720 and 1465. Also plotted at the highest Reynolds number are the correspond-
ing temperature difference profiles for the steady symmetrized simulation at approximately the same 
Reynolds number (Re = 1451). All these profiles are plotted over only half the domain in the trans-
verse, y, direction and the profile over the other half can be obtained by symmetry. It can be clearly 
seen that even at the lowest Reynolds number the temperature profile does not develop into a fully 
developed thermal profile by the trailing edge. At the leading edge, the influence of the wake of 
the upstream fin element appears as the significant temperature reversal away from the fin surface. 
This reversal is particularly strong at the lowest Reynolds number, since the size of the thermal wake 
is larger at lower Reynolds numbers, as can be observed from the trailing edge profiles. This results 
in a significantly reduced difference between the fin surface and mixed mean fluid temperature and 
explains the higher local Nusselt number near the leading edge at lower Reynolds numbers. 
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Comparing the li - lit profiles at Re = 1465 with those of the corresponding steady symmetrized 
simulation at Re = 1451, it can be observed that the effect of time-dependent vortices is to bring the 
fluid temperature closer to the fin surface temperature over the entire fin length. 
4.3 Local Skin Friction Distribution 
In this section the effect of vortex shedding on the friction factor will be investigated. In the case 
of fins with finite thickness, the friction factor derives contributions both from the skin friction on 
the top and bottom surfaces of the fin and from the form drag due to the pressure difference between 
the front and back surfaces of the fin. In Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, the total friction factor, percentile 
contribution to friction factor from skin friction and percentile contribution from form drag are listed 
for the inline and staggered arrangements, respectively. In both geometries the percentile contribu-
tion from skin friction steadily decreases with increasing Reynolds numbers, while the form drag 
becomes increasingly important. This result is in agreement with our common knowledge of bluff 
body wakes. Among the two arrangements, the form drag is relatively more important in the stag-
gered arrangement than in the inline arrangement. This again is consistent with our expectation that 
the percentile contribution from form drag should be lower in the inline arrangement since geometri-
cally each fin is sheltered by the wake of the upstream fin array. It is important to note that, while 
at lower Reynolds numbers there is near equal partition between the skin friction and form drag con-
tributions, at higher Reynolds number the form drag contribution is a factor of four or more greater 
than the skin friction contribution. 
Figure 4.18 investigates the effect of the vortices that roll on the top and bottom surfaces of the 
fin on the local skin friction factor. Here the local skin friction factor is defined as 
C, = ;. [~;:] 2 pD~2 (4.6) 
wall 
consistent with the overall friction factor defined in Equation (3.6) which includes the contribution 
from form drag as well. The local skin friction factor on the top surface of the fin at Re = 797 for 
the inline arrangement is plotted in Figure 4.18 at two different time instances shown in Figures 
4.15( a-b). The corresponding local Nusselt number results were presented earlier in Figure 4.15( c). 
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It can be clearly seen by comparing the ct distribution with the vortex seen near the leading edge 
in Figure 4.1S(b), that the effect of the vortex for the most part is to decrease the local skin friction. 
In fact, due to the local reversed flow induced by the vortex a negative skin friction, corresponding 
to a negative drag force, can be seen. The weaker local maximum and minimum around s = 0.8 and 
s = 0.4 suggest the presence of smaller counter-rotating eddies (which are not large enough to be fully 
visible in Figure 4.1S(b» at the heel of the larger clockwise-rotating vortex. Downstream of the 
vortex, the skin friction factor quickly becomes positive and approaches a near constant value of 
about 0.08. The effect of the vortices can also be seen as the local minimum at s = 3.1 in the local 
skin friction factor distribution at the earlier time corresponding to Figure 4.1S(a), but the drop in 
ct is not as dramatic due to the rapid decay of the vortices as they travel downstream. 
Also plotted in this figure are the time-averaged local skin friction factor, CIs), for the unsteady 
simulation and the local skin friction factor obtained from the corresponding steady symmetrized 
simulation at Re = 804. A comparison of the instantaneous distributions to the time averaged dis-
tribution clearly illustrates the strong effect of the vortices in decreasing local ct by as much as 64% 
near the leading edge. Of course, this effect significantly weakens downstream. The decrease in 
the local skin friction factor obtained in the time-dependent simulation over the corresponding 
steady state simulations can be attributed to the presence of vortices. Thus, the effect of the vortex 
on skin friction can be seen to be just the opposite of its effect on local Nusselt number. Although 
the above results are for the inline arrangement, an investigation of the staggered arrangement shows 
similar strong local reduction in the skin friction factor due to the vortices. 
Figure 4.19 shows the time-averaged local skin friction for all the Reynolds numbers of both 
arrangements. For the inline arrangement, at the lowest Reynolds number of 120, the skin friction 
factor can be seen to decay to an asymptotic value of about 0.505. This asymptotic value is in full 
agreement with the theoretical friction factor of 60. 631Re corresponding to a fully developed para-
bolic flow between parallel plates of separation C* = 2H*-b *, converted appropriately for the pres-
ent hydraulic diameter definition. Thus it can be seen that the boundary layer grows very rapidly 
to the fully developed profile. At slightly higher Reynolds numbers, the effect of the finite fin thick-
ness can be seen as the undershoot very close to the leading edge in the approach to the asymptotic 
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value. Furthermore, the approach to the asymptotic value appears very rapid and not strongly depen-
dent on the Reynolds number. This appears to be in contradiction to the theoretical prediction that 
the entrance length for the development of the hydrodynamic boundary layer in a channel increases 
linearly with Reynolds number [White (1974)]. But it will soon be noted that the velocity profile 
even at the leading edge is close to a parabolic profile and significantly different from a plug flow 
assumed in the theory. The rapid increase in the friction factor close to the trailing edge is due to 
the sudden expansion of the flow downstream of the trailing edge. 
Figure 4.19(b) shows the corresponding time-averaged CJ s) for the staggered arrangement. The 
behavior of the skin friction factor appears to be similar to that of the inline arrangement except for 
two noticeable differences. First, at lower Reynolds numbers the friction factor now decay to a lower 
asymptotic value given by 17. 941Re, which corresponds to the theoretical value for a fully developed 
parabolic velocity profile between parallel plates of separation C* = 4H*-b *, converted appropriate-
ly for the present hydraulic diameter definition. Second, at Reynolds numbers greater than 720, the 
time-averaged skin friction factor is negative near the leading edge indicating the presence of a sepa-
rated flow region in the time-averaged mean flow. Such a reversed flow region was absent in the 
time-averaged mean flows of the inline arrangement. This indicates a stronger influence of the vor-
tices in the staggered arrangement. The length on the mean reversed flow region can be seen to in-
crease with Re and the increase is rapid at lower Reynolds number. The difference between these 
profiles is very small at higher Reynolds numbers, which suggests the possibility of a self similar 
time-averaged 9' distribution independent of Reynolds number. Such approach to self similarity 
can also be observed for the inline arrangement. 
The time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles as a function of distance away from the fin sur-
face, y, are plotted in Figure 4.20 for both arrangements at different Reynolds numbers, Re = 120, 
797 and 2191. At each Reynolds number, the results for the unsymmetrized full simulations are 
plotted at three different locations on the fin surface: at the leading edge, middle of the top (or bot-
tom) surface of the fin and at the trailing edge of the fin, so that the downstream development of the 
hydrodynamic boundary layer can be followed. Also plotted at a Reynolds number close to 797 (Re 
= 804) are the corresponding u profiles for the steady symmetrized simulation. As pointed out earli-
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er, the approaching velocity profile at the leading edge is so close to the final fully developed para-
bolic velocity profile that the hydrodynamic entrance length is small. Comparison of the velocity 
profiles at Re = 797 with those of the corresponding steady symmetrized simulation at Re = 804 is 
not straightforward. Since the overall friction factor for the unsteady simulation is larger, the corre-
sponding time-averaged flow rate is 8.5% smaller than that of the steady symmetrized flow (note 
that in the present simulations the nondimensional pressure drop is held fixed equal to unity in all 
the simulations). Thus part of the decreased local skin friction factor in the unsymmetrized simula-
tion over the steady symmetrized simulation observed in Figure 4.18 is due to this decreased time-
averaged flow rate. This difference in flow rate is sufficient to account for the difference at the mid-
point of the fin and further downstream, whereas the larger difference close to the leading edge is 
clearly due to the action of the vortices. While the unsteady flow phenomenon at higher Reynolds 
numbers is thus seen to decrease the skin friction contribution, its effect on form drag is just the oppo-
site. The form drag increases with flow oscillation and more than compensates for the decrease in 
skin friction and thereby the overall friction factor is increased over the steady symmetrized simula-
tion. 
Similar plots for the staggered arrangement at three different Reynolds numbers: Re = 172, 720 
and 1465 are shown in Figure 4.20(b). Also plotted are the corresponding streamwise velocity pro-
files for the steady symmetrized simulation at Re = 1451. All these profiles are plotted over only 
half the domain in the transverse, y, direction. At the leading edge, the wake of the upstream fin ele-
ment appears to strongly influence the velocity profile. A sharp decrease in the streamwise velocity 
at y = 1.625 (midway between the adjacent fin elements) accounts for the significant departure from 
a parabolic profile. This decrease in the local velocity near the centerline somewhat increases the 
maximum velocity in order to conserve flow rate and, furthermore, the location of the maximum 
velocity moves closer to the fin surface (y F:::::1 0.4). This results in a significantly increased velocity 
gradient at the fin surface and explains the higher local skin friction coefficient near the leading edge. 
It can be clearly seen that even at the lowest Reynolds number, the velocity profile does not develop 
into a fully developed parabolic profile by the trailing edge. Comparing the velocity profiles at Re 
= 1465 with those of the corresponding steady symmetrized simulation at Re = 1451, it can be ob-
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served that due to the increased overall friction factor the unsteady simulations result in a 15% small-
er time-averaged flow rate than the steady symmetrized simulations. The lower flow rate contrib-
utes to a lower skin friction coefficient in the case of the unsteady simulations, and more importantly 
the effect of the vortices in the unsteady regime is to further decrease the skin friction contribution. 
But, as seen in the inline arrangement, the effect of time-dependent flow oscillation is to significantly 
increase the form drag and more than compensate for the decrease in the skin friction contribution. 
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Table 4.1: A List of Shedding Frequency (St), j Factor, Friction Factor (j), Percentile Contribu-
tion to Friction Factor from Skin Friction and Form Drag at Different Reynolds Numbers for the 
Staggered Arrangement with fully unsteady simulation. 
Rer Re" Re St j f Skin Friction Form Drag 
Contribution Contribution 
8 26 172 Steady 0.0761 0.1373 54.3% 45.7% 
10 37 246 Steady 0.0582 0.1049 50.6% 49.4% 
15 71 474 Steady 0.0338 0.0634 42.8% 57.2% 
20 107 720 0.15 0.0253 0.0490 32.8% 67.2% 
25 152 1018 0.16 0.0191 0.0383 24.5% 75.5% 
30 186 1246 0.17 0.0188 0.0368 16.6% 83.4% 
35 219 1465 0.17 0.0174 0.0362 13.2% 86.8% 
Thble 4.2: A list of nondimensional shedding frequency (St), j factor, friction factor (j), percen-
tile contribution to friction factor from skin friction and form drag at different Reynolds num-
bers for the inline arrangement with full unsteady simulation. 
Re't Re" Re St j f Skin Friction Form Drag 
Contribution Contribution 
10 18 120 Steady 0.1655 0.4427 62.5% 37.5% 
15 37 245 Steady 0.0843 0.2385 57.5% 42.5% 
20 57 381 0.14 0.0577 0.1747 50.3% 49.7% 
25 82 546 0.14 0.0436 0.1330 45.8% 54.2% 
30 105 706 0.14 0.0363 0.1147 39.3% 60.7% 
32.5 119 797 0.14 0.0332 0.1056 36.9% 63.1% 
35 134 899 0.14 0.0305 0.0962 35.6% 64.4% 
40 168 1128 0.14 0.0267 0.0799 34.4% 65.6% 
50 210 1407 0.16 0.0260 0.0802 28.4% 71.6% 
60 249 1669 0.16 0.0250 0.0820 23.1% 76.9% 
70 287 1923 0.17 0.0242 0.0841 21.4% 78.6% 
80 328 2191 0.17 0.0233 0.0846 19.0% 81.0% 
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Ret 
8 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
Ret 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
301 
35 
40 
421 
50 
60 
Table 4.3: Summary of calculations performed for staggered 
steady symmetrized (Case SG2, 256x32 grid cells). 
Rt!b Re j 
26 172 0.0752 
37 246 0.0575 
71 474 0.0334 
113 754 0.0221 
161 1080 0.0159 
217 1451 0.0120 
Table 4.4: Summary of calculations performed for inline 
steady symmetized simulations (Case IL3, 128x16 grid cells) 
Rt!b Re j 
17 117 0.1692 
36 240 0.0856 
59 392 0.0549 
86 573 0.0394 
117 784 0.0300 
120 804 0.0291 
153 1025 0.0238 
194 1298 0.0194 
218 1458 0.0173 
289 1938 0.0137 
405 2710 0.0103 
Igrid size 128x64 
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f 
0.1373 
0.1049 
0.0637 
0.0446 
0.0340 
0.0271 
f 
0.4669 
0.2489 
0.1653 
0.1208 
0.0929 
0.0884 
0.0740 
0.0603 
0.0527 
0.0423 
0.0311 
Re't 
13 
15 
20 
25 
30 
40 
50 
Table 4.5: ~ummary of calculations performed for staggered-II 
(Case SG3) with full unsteady simulation (256x64 grid cells). 
Ri!b Re j 
28 189 0.1078 
36 239 0.0861 
56 374 0.0585 
83 553 0.0421 
110 734 0.0351 
152 1018 0.0299 
209 1398 0.0259 
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f 
0.3005 
0.2495 
0.1819 
0.1297 
0.1060 
0.0980 
0.0812 
<Nu(t» 
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1.0 
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0.0 
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12 
11 
(a) 
40 
Nondimensional Time 
50 60 
(b) 
Figure 4.1 (a) Vector plot of velocity field; (b) time trace of instantaneous global Nusselt number 
for the staggered arrangement at Re = 246; the flow is steady. 
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Figure 4.2 (a) Vector plot of velocity field; (b) time trace of instantaneous global Nusselt number 
for the staggered arrangement at Re = 720; the flow oscillates at a single frequency with a Strouhal 
number of 0.15. 
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Figure 4.3 (a) Vector plot of velocity field; (b) time trace of instantaneous global Nusselt number 
for the staggered arrangement at Re=1245; the Strouhal number of the primary frequency is 0.17, 
a secondary low frequency can also be observed. 
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Figure 4.4 (a) Vector plot of velocity field; (b) time trace of instantaneous global Nusselt number 
for the staggered arrangement at Re = 1465; the flow is chaotic. 
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Figure 4.5 Frequency analysis of flow of unsteady inline at Re = 1407: (a) velocity'U (x=O, y=O) 
signal; (b) corresponding velocity frequency spectrum; (c) instantaneous global Nusselt number sig-
nal; (d) corresponding Nusselt number frequency spectrum. 
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Figure 4.6 Frequency analysis of flow of unsteady inline at Re = 2191: (a) velocity u (x=O, y=O) 
signal; (b) corresponding velocity frequency spectrum; (c) instantaneous global Nusselt number sig-
nal; (d) corresponding Nusselt number frequency spectrum. 
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of flow and thermal fields of the two arrangements: (a) contour plot of per-
turbation temperature for the staggered arrangement at Re = 1465 corresponding to the flow fields 
in Figure 4.4; (b) vector plot of velocity field, (b) contour plot of perturbation temperature for the 
inline arrangement at Re = 1407. 
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Figure 4.8 A comparison of individual heat transfer enhancement mechanisms and their effect on 
frictional losses in the staggered arrangement: (a)j factor, (b) friction factor. 
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Figure 4.9 Streamlines at lower Reynolds numbers: (a) mean flow of unsteady inline simulation at Re = 797; (b) steady 
flow from symmetrized inline simulation at Re = 804. 
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Figure 4.10 Temperature Contours at lower Reynolds numbers: (a) mean flow of unsteady inline simulation at Re = 797; 
(b) steady flow from symmetrized inline simulation at Re = 804. 
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Figure 4.11 Streamlines at higher Reynolds numbers: (a) mean flow of unsteady inline simulation at Re = 1407; (b) steady 
flow from symmetrized inline simulation at Re = 1458. 
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Figure 4.12 Temperature Contours at higher Reynolds numbers: (a) mean flow of unsteady inline simulation at Re = 1407; 
(b) steady flow from symmetrized inline simulation at Re = 1458. 
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Figure 4.13 A comparison of individual heat transfer enhancement mechanisms and their effect on 
frictional losses in the inline arrangement: (a) j factor, (b) friction factor. 
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Figure 4.15 Vector plot of instantaneous velocity fields for the inline arrangement at Re = 797 and 
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Figure 4.16 Time-averaged Nusselt number distribution on top fin surface: (a) in inline arrange-
ment; (b) in staggered arrangement. 
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Figure 4.20 Time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles as a function of distance away from the top 
fin surface at three different streamwise locations: (a) in inline arrangement; (b) in staggered ar-
rangement. 
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CHAPTER 5. EFFECT OF INTRINSIC THREE-DIMENSIONALITY 
ON HEAT TRANSFER AND FRICTIONAL LOSS 
5.1 Motivation 
In comparing current simulated results to the experimental data of Mullisen and Loehrke (1986) 
in Chapter 3, it was observed that the difference between the present simulation results and those 
of Mullisen and Loehrke (1986) increases for Re > 1300 as shown in Figure 3.3. It was conjectured 
that the effect of three-dimensionality at these high Reynolds numbers causes these deviations. Now 
the three-dimensional mechanisms affecting heat transfer and frictional losses will be explored in 
detail in this chapter. 
From a more fundamental fluid dynamics aspect, flows in these periodically interrupted surfaces 
are manifestations of flows over bluff bodies. There is mounting evidence that the onset ofthree-di-
mensionality in wakes behind bluff bodies quickly follows the onset of periodic shedding. Here 
three-dimensionality refers to intrinsic three-dimensionality resulting from fluid dynamical instabi-
lities at sufficiently high Reynolds number even in the case of two-dimensional geometries and must 
be separated from extrinsic three-dimensionality resulting from three-dimensional geometries. The 
most investigated problem in bluff body wakes is flow over circular cylinder owing to its simplicity 
and the existence of an analytical solution at low Reynolds numbers. It is well known that the flow 
goes through transition from steady laminar to two-dimensional unsteady at ReD'" 45 - 50, and then 
three-dimensionality sets in at ReD '" 150 - 210 [Roshko (1993)], where ReD is the Reynolds number 
based on cylinder diameter. Recent work by Williamson (1989) and Zhang et al. (1994) has observed 
a series of three-dimensional instabilities as the Reynolds number increases until the flow finally 
becomes fully turbulent at ReD'" 1 05. These different instabilities have direct influence on the over-
all hydrodynamic quantities [Roshko (1993)]. For example, extensive evidence in the literature has 
shown that two-dimensional models of actual three-dimensional flows overpredict the drag [Wil-
liamson (1989), Roshko (1993), Mittal and Balachandar (1995)]. Mittal and Balachandar (1995) 
attributed this to higher in-plane Reynolds stresses in the wake of two-dimensional simulations 
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which substantially lower the mean base pressure, giving a much higher form drag than that in corre-
sponding three-dimensional calculations. 
Flows over more complex bluff body geometries such as rectangular cylinders are still unknown 
in many aspects. Overall the flow goes through similar transitional stages as Reynolds number in-
creases. Davis and Moore (1982) numerically studied vortex shedding from rectangular cylinders 
over a range of Reynolds numbers, based on cylinder height, from 100 to 2800. Their two-dimen-
sional simulations described the evolution of the vortices both during and after the shedding and they 
have found that the properties of these vortices strongly depend on Reynolds number based on cylin-
der height. Their computed Strouhal numbers compared well with those obtained from wind-tunnel 
tests for Reynolds numbers below 1000. Beyond this value they suggested that fully three-dimen-
sional simulations need to be performed in order to achieve better comparisons with the experimen-
tal data. Tamura (1990) performed two- and three-dimensional time-dependent computations of the 
flow around a square cylinder at a Reynolds number based on cylinder height of 104. His computa-
tions showed that the flow patterns obtained by two-dimensional simulations are significantly differ-
ent from those of three-dimensional simulations even though the geometry itself is two-dimensional 
with no variation in cross-section along the axis of the square cylinder. He observed that the three-di-
mensional structures decrease the average drag and lift coefficients in the case of nonzero angle of 
attack. In addition, he pointed out that these aerodynamic quantities from three-dimensional simula-
tions are closer to the corresponding experimental data. 
In the currently simulated geometries, the fin length is much larger than fin thickness. Skin fric-
tion contributes significantly to the overall friction factor, depending on the Reynolds number, as 
shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. However, the effect of three-dimensionality on skin friction is still 
unknown, although such information is vital to the explanation of the effect of three-dimensionality 
on the overall frictional loss in the currently simulated geometries. Furthermore, it seems natural 
that intrinsic three-dimensionality could also influence calculations of heat transfer quantities. 
However, all these questions remain unanswered. 
The purpose of the current chapter is to study the effect of three-dimensional flow structures on 
the individual components of the heat transfer and frictional loss. Time-dependent three-dimension-
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al simulations were performed for the inline arrangement (Case ILl) at Rer = 100 (Re f:::::j 2450) and 
Rer = 140 (Re f:::::j 3500). The former calculation was performed at a resolution of 256x64x64 in order 
to compare with the corresponding two-dimensional calculation performed with a resolution of 
256x64, and the latter three-dimensional calculation used a resolution of 128x32x64 to compare 
with the corresponding two-dimensional simulation with a resolution of 128x32 (see Table 3.6). 
The three-dimensional calculations are initiated by applying a spanwise perturbation to the corre-
sponding two-dimensional flow field at one time instant. The solutions are then integrated for about 
85 and 120 nondimensional time units, respectively, well past the time when the flow has become 
fully three-dimensional and reached a stationary state. 
Before presenting the calculated results, some useful quantities will be defined first. The overall 
drag coefficient, CD, as a measure of total form drag, is defined as 
D* CD - ...,...--=---
- 1 V'2A* 2P front 
(5.1) 
where D * is the dimensional total drag force, and Atront * =b *4. * is the dimensional front (or back) 
fin surface area. The overall skin friction coefficient, CF, as a measure of overall skin friction is 
defined as 
(5.2) 
where F* is the dimensional total skin friction force. 
5.2 Results and Discussion 
The computed j factor and friction factor results from these three-dimensional simulations are 
plotted in Figure 3.3 along with the experimental data of Mullisen and Loehrke (1986). It is ob-
served that the results from the three-dimensional simulations are in better agreement with exper-
imental data. It is also observed that the amplitudes of rms fluctuations of the calculated j factor and 
friction factor from the two-dimensional simulations are significantly different from those obtained 
from the corresponding three-dimensional simulations. Figure 5.1 shows the time trace ofj and! 
for the two-dimensional and corresponding three-dimensional simulations for the lower Reynolds 
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number case. It can be seen that the fluctuations inj andf are much higher in the two-dimensional 
simulation than in the three-dimensional simulation. The computed two-dimensional approxima-
tion overpredicts the rmsj andffluctuations by as much as 35% and 56%, respectively. This differ-
ence in the level of fluctuation increases as Reynolds number is increased. Figure 5.2 shows similar 
plots for the higher Reynolds number case, and it is observed that the computed two-dimensional 
approximation overpredicts the rmsj andffluctuations by as much as 87% and 356%. Tafti and 
Vanka (l991a) have found in two-dimensional simulations of flow over a blunt plate at Reynolds 
number based on plate thickness of 1000, that the maximum rmS value of pressure fluctuations cal-
culated on the surface of the blunt plate is a factor of 4 higher than those observed in corresponding 
three-dimensional calculations [Tafti and Vanka (l991b)]. This was attributed to the strong coher-
ence of vorticity, imposed by the two-dimensionality of the calculation. To gain a better understand-
ing of the role of three-dimensionality, in the following sections, the strength and evolution of span-
wise and streamwise vortices and their effect on heat transfer and frictional loss in two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional simulations will be considered. 
5.2.1 Effect on Global and Mean Quantities 
The effect of three-dimensionality on the time-averaged mean heat transfer for simulations at 
ReT = 100 (Re ~ 2450) is shown in Table 5.1 and the effect on time-averaged mean frictional loss 
is shown in Table 5.2. Similar results are shown in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 for simulations at Rer 
= 140 (Re ~ 3500). In these tables, percentages of overprediction (+) and underprediction (-) of 
the two-dimensional simulation over the corresponding three-dimensional simulation, have also 
been listed. For the same pressure drop given by a fixed Ren in the two-dimensional simulation, 
the flow velocity slightly changes and thus results in a small variation in the Reynolds number based 
on hydraulic diameter. The two-dimensional simulation overpredicts the j factor by 16.8% and un-
derpredicts the friction factor fby 0.5% for the lower Reynolds number case, while it overpredicts 
the j factor by as much as 25.2% and the friction factor fby 3.6% for the higher Reynolds number 
case. In both cases, the small change in friction factor comes from the near cancellation of substan-
tial changes in the two components of the friction factor: form drag and skin friction. At the lower 
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Reynolds number, the two-dimensional simulation overpredicts the form drag coefficient by as 
much as 13.2%, however it underpredicts the overall skin friction coefficient by as much as 26.3% . 
. At this Reynolds number, the three-dimensional form drag is nearly twice as large as skin friction, 
therefore the overprediction in form drag is counter-balanced by the underprediction in skin friction, 
resulting in a negligible change in the friction factor/. At the higher Reynolds number, the overpre-
diction in the form drag coefficient increases to 37.4%, the underprediction also in skin friction in-
creases to 42.6%, but the contribution to the overall frictional loss from form drag has increased 
slightly, resulting in the prediction of a slightly higher friction factor. 
Figure 5.3 shows the time-averaged mean flow streamlines and corresponding temperature con-
tours for the two-dimensional simulation at Rer = 100 (Re F::::$ 2450) and plots from corresponding 
three-dimensional simulation are shown in Figure 5.4. It is evident that with the introduction of 
three-dimensionality, the mean wake bubble increases in size by nearly 200% and thus reduces the 
base suction pressure and therefore resulting in a lower form drag in the three-dimensional simula-
tion. Recirculation zones can be observed near the leading edge in the three-dimensional simulation. 
This has significant effect on local heat transfer and skin friction prediction which will be discussed 
in a later section. 
Figure 5.5 shows the time-averaged mean spanwise vorticity, <oz, for the two-dimensional simu-
lation along with the time- and spanwise-averaged mean spanwise vorticity for the corresponding 
three-dimensional simulation. This comparison clearly shows that on the top and bottom fin sur-
faces, vorticity is closer to the fin surfaces in the three-dimensional simulation than that in the two-
dimensional simulation, whereas the vorticity distribution in the two-dimensional wake is drawn 
closer to the base of the fin than in the three-dimensional case, consistent with the streamlines shown 
in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. 
Time-averaged mean velocity it and temperature difference, O..:jjj. proflles for both two- and 
three-dimensional simulations at ReT = 100 (Re F::::$ 2450) as a function of distance away from the 
top fin surface, y, are plotted at three different locations: at the leading edge as shown in Figure 5.6, 
at the middle of top surface as shown in Figure 5.7 and at the trailing edge of the top fin surface as 
shown in Figure 5.8. Here Of is the time-averaged mean fin surface temperature. At the leading edge, 
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the negative value ofu indicates the presence of recirculation zones in the three-dimensional simula-
tion. The effect of these recirculation zones is to induce local negative skin friction near the leading 
edge, thus decreasing the overall skin friction contribution to friction factor in the three-dimensional 
simulation. But the velocity profIle quickly recovers and rapidly approaches a turbulent flow-like 
profIle. In contrast, in the two-dimensional simulation, the downstream development of the velocity 
profIle is slow which is characteristic of a laminar boundary layer. However, the mean temperature 
difference profIles develop at the same rate near the fin surface due to the constant heat flux boundary 
condition imposed which fixed the gradient on the fin surface. But the enhanced mixing in the two-
dimensional simulation results in higher freestream temperature as observed in the smaller tempera-
ture difference and thus higher heat transfer coefficient. 
Figure 5.9 shows the pressure distribution on the front and back fin surfaces. On the front fin 
surface, though both simulations have similar parabolic profiles, the pressure predicted by the two-
dimensional simulation is lower than that by the three-dimensional simulation by as much as 31%. 
However on the back fin surface, the two-dimensional simulation predicts a much higher suction, 
pressure while the three-dimensional simulation predicts a lower and nearly constant suction pres-
sure, and this overprediction is as much as 45%. Thus this results in an overprediction of form drag. 
Figure 5.10 shows the time-averaged mean local skin friction distribution on the top fin surface. 
The drop in local skin friction near the leading edge in the three-dimensional simulation corresponds 
to the recirculation zone near the leading edge which is absent in the corresponding two-dimensional 
simulation. The skin friction in the three-dimensional simulation soon becomes nearly constant af-
ter the leading edge. The coherent spanwise vortices observed in the two-dimensional simulations 
bring freestream fluid to the fin surface on the downstream side and push away the fluid on the up-
stream side as discussed in Chapter 4. During this process, these strong spanwise vortices also 
introduce negative flow velocity near the fin surface and thus, results in a smaller time-averaged 
mean velocities near the top and bottom fin surfaces in the two-dimensional simulations as observed 
in the velocity profIles shown in Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8. This results in smaller skin friction in 
the two-dimensional simulations. 
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Figure 5.11 shows the time-averaged mean local Nusselt number distribution on the top fin sur-
face. Again the drop in local Nusselt number near the leading edge in the three-dimensional simula-
tion corresponds to the recirculation zone in the mean flow. The Nusselt number in the two-dimen-
sional simulation is generally higher than that in three-dimensional simulation. At the lower 
Reynolds number, the two-dimensional simulation overpredicts the front fin, top/bottom and back 
fin surfaces by 8.0%,14.2% and 28.0%, respectively, resulting in an overall overprediction of 16.8% 
in the j factor. Similar overprediction has been observed at the higher Reynolds number. 
5.2.2 Effect of Vortex Dynamics on Heat Transfer and Frictional Loss 
In this section the flow characteristics, especially the vortex dynamics, will be analyzed to help 
gain a better understanding of the above differences in the globaVmean quantities between the two-
dimensional and three-dimensional simulations. Here vortices are identified by analyzing the mag-
nitude of the imaginary part of the eigenvalue, Ai, of the velocity gradient tensor to identify the vorti-
cal structures of the flow. This approach has been used in studying flow over circular cylinders by 
Mittal and Balachandar (1995), and it has been suggested and used before by Soria and Cantwell 
(1993) in studying free turbulent shear flows and by Zhou, Adrian and Balachandar (1996) in study-
ing turbulent channel flows. This method is frame invariant and identifies vortical structures as re-
gions of large vorticity where rotation dominates over strain thus correctly eliminating shear layers 
from consideration. The presence of closed·streamlines in regions where the velocity gradient tensor 
exhibits complex eigenvalues can be clearly demonstrated in the case of a two-dimensional incom-
pressible flow. Here this methodology will be separately applied in the x-y and y-z planes in order 
to identify spanwise and streamwise vortices, respectively. Considering an incompressible flow, the 
velocity gradient tensor on a two-dimensional plane is given by 
(5.3) 
Here a = auIcJx, b = auIcJy, c = (}U/ax and d = (}u/ay for flows in the x-y plane, while a = (}u/ay, b 
= (}u/az, c = aw/ay and d = aw/az for flows in the y-z plane. This velocity gradient tensor can be 
decomposed into a shear tensor, E, and rotation tensor, R, as 
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Vu =E+R (5.4) 
where 
[ a b+C] [0 ¥I E = b i C: and R = -I>:{ ~ J (5.5) 
The eigenvalues of the velocity gradient, shear and rotation tensors are given by 
(5.6) 
1 
AE = ± [i + (b i C)2 r . (5.7) 
AR = ± i b 2" C (5.8) 
respectively. The three eigenvalues can be related to each other by 
(5.9) 
If IAEI < IAR I, thenAvu is imaginary and this implies that the strength of rotation exceeds the strength 
of shear. Thus, imaginary eigenvalues, Ai> are a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence 
of closed local streamlines and by definition, for the existence of vortical structures in two-dimen-
sional planes of incompressible flows. 
Figure 5.12 compares the instantaneous velocity vectors from the two-dimensional simulation 
with the instantaneous spanwise-averaged velocity vectors from the corresponding three-dimen-
sional simulation at Re..: = 100 (Re ~ 2450). Note that in both simulations at this instance, a strong 
vortex has just formed near the leading edge of the bottom fin. However the vortex in the two-di-
mensional simulation is much stronger as can be observed in the corresponding Ai contours shown 
in Figure 5.13. Furthermore, the vortices formed near the leading edge in the two-dimensional simu-
lation are able to maintain their strength and convect downstream until almost the trailing edge of 
the fin. However this is not the case in the three-dimensional simulation: the relatively weaker vor-
tices formed near the leading edge die out very quickly before even they reach the middle of the fin 
surface. Figure 5. 14(a) shows the contours of the time-averagedA;in thex-y plane for the two-di-
mensional simulation at this Reynolds number and Figure 5 . 14(b ) shows the contours of the time-
and spanwise-averagedAi in thex-y plane for the corresponding three-dimensional simulation. It is 
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evident that the strength of the spanwise vortices in the two-dimensional simulation is much larger 
than that in the three-dimensional simulation. These strong coherent vortices in the two-dimension-
al simulation create a well-mixed flow and thus increase the heat transfer, resulting in the overpredic-
tion of the j factor. 
The streamwise vorticity in the three-dimensional simulation, which is absent in the two-dimen-
sional simulation, also plays a very important role in determining the overall heat transfer and fric-
tion loss and contributes significantly to the difference in the results between the two simulations. 
Figure 5.15 shows the velocity vectors in one y-z plane (x = 5.4) and the corresponding Aj contours 
from the three-dimensional simulation at one instance and Figure 5.16 shows similar plots at a later 
instance. The two instances are 0.1 nondimensional time units apart. It is evident that the streamwise 
vortices are present and that they evolve in time and bring freestream fluid towards the top and bot-
tom fin surfaces, contributing to the turbulent-like velocity profiles in the three-dimensional simula-
tion. At the same time these streamwise vortices seem to weaken the spanwise vortices, compared 
with the strong coherent vortices in the corresponding two-dimensional simulation. Figure 5.17 
shows the time- and spanwise- averaged and also averaged along the fin length imaginary eigenva-
lues, <A.j>t,z,f, profiles along the transverse axis. This shows that most strong streamwise vortices 
are concentrated near the fin top and bottom surfaces. 
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Table 5.1: Effect of three-dimensionality on mean heat transfer at Re,; = 100 (Re ~ 2450) 
Re j Nu (Front) Nu (Top, Bottom) Nu (Back) 
2-Dl 2455 0.0188 73.8358 39.7529 26.9906 
3-D2 2449 0.0161 68.3812 34.8134 21.0806 
Difference % +0.2% +16.8% +8.0% +14.2% +28.0% 
IGrid size 256x64, 2Grid size 256x64x64 
Table 5.2: Effect of three-dimensionality on mean frictional loss at Re,; = 100 (Re ~ 2450) 
f CD Cj Skin Friction Form Drag 
Contribution Contribution 
2-Dl 0.0587 1.4971 0.5234 25.9% 74.1% 
3-D2 0.0590 1.3221 0.7098 34.9% 65.1% 
Difference % -fJ.5% +13.2% -26.3% -25.8% +13.8% 
IGrid size 256x64, 2Grid size 256x64x64 
Table 5.3: Effect of three-dimensionality on mean heat transfer at Ref: = 140 (Re ~ 3500) 
Re j Nu (Front) Nu (Top, Bottom) Nu (Back) 
2-Dl 3474 0.0179 51.1999 55.9954 34.7988 
3-D2 3535 0.0143 50.3808 46.9867 26.9390 
Difference % -1.7% +25.2% +1.6% +19.2% +29.2% 
IGrid size 128x32, 2Grid size 128x32x64 
Table 5.4: Effect of three-dimensionality on mean frictional loss at Re,; = 140 (Re ~ 3500) 
f CD Cj Skin Friction Form Drag 
Contribution Contribution 
2-Dl 0.0575 1.7363 0.3707 17.6% 82.4% 
3-D2 0.0555 1.2636 0:6459 33.8% 66.2% 
Difference % +3.6% +37.4% -42.6% -47.9% +24.5% 
IGrid size 128x32, 2Grid size 128x32x64 
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Figure 5.11 Comparison of time-averaged local Nusselt number distribution on top fin surface from 
two- and three-dimensional simulations. 
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Figure 5.12 Instantaneous velocity vectors in x-y plane from: (a) two-dimensional simulation; (b) 
three-dimensional simulation, also averaged in spanwise, z, direction. 
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Figure 5.14 Contours of the time-averaged mean imaginary part of eigenvalues, 'Ai' of the velocity gradient tensor in x-y plane. 
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Figure 5.15 Instantaneous flow in y-z plane from the three-dimensional simulation at an earlier 
instance: (a) velocity vectors; (b) imaginary part of the eigenvalues,Aj, of the velocity gradient tensor 
in y-z plane. 
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Figure 5.16 Instantaneous flow in y-z plane from the three-dimensional simulation at a later 
instance: (a) velocity vectors; (b) imaginary part of the eigenvalues,Ai, of the velocity gradient tensor 
in y-z plane. 
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CHAPTER 6. FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER IN LOUVERED FINS 
Similar to parallel-plate fin heat exchanger design, louvered fin heat exchanger design has also 
been based on experimental data. However, due to the large number of geometrical parameters in-
volved and the complexity of the geometries, researchers have been looking into analytical and nu-
merical approaches, mainly because these approaches can provide detailed information about the 
heat transfer enhancement mechanisms as shown in simulations of flow and heat transfer in parallel-
plate fin heat exchangers in the previous chapters. Unfortunately, most existing numerical studies 
[e.g. Achaichia and Cowell (1988b), Suga et al. (1989), Hiramatsu et al. (1990)] of flow over lou-
vered fins have assumed steady laminar flow and thus are incapable of predicting unsteady flow sep-
aration, resulting in misleading predictions of the flow and the associated heat transfer enhancement 
mechanisms. 
In the present study, numerical solution of the unsteady Navier-Stokes and energy equations will 
be used in studying flow and heat transfer over louvered fins. Thus, the unsteady flow physics will 
be captured and the associated heat transfer enhancement can be explored. In the following sections, 
preliminaries to the current simulation methodology will be discussed and then the calculated flow 
and heat transfer results will be presented. 
Table 6.1 lists the Colbumj factor and friction factor for all the calculations performed. For the 
first two low Reynolds number cases, a semi-implicit time advancement scheme was used, in which 
the viscous terms were advanced in time using an implicit Crank-Nicolson method. This allowed 
much larger time steps than the other explicit time advancement scheme. The nominal grid size used 
in these simulations is 128x128. In order to facilitate comparison with other results such as the Bla-
sius solution over a flat plate, the Nusselt number, j factor and friction factor have been redefined 
based on the fin length, L*. Here the Reynolds number, ReL = V*L*Iv, has also been defined based 
on fin length. In addition, the modified nondimensional reference temperature Ore! has been defined 
differently based on the domain-averaged nondimensional modified temperature as 
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(6.1) 
where D is the area of the computational domain excluding the fin area. Furthermore, in presenting 
the results in this chapter, it is useful to introduce a schematic of the geometry detailing the lines 
along which some of the results will be presented. This is shown in Figure 6.1. 
The general flow features observed in the simulations will be discussed first. The flow was ob-
served to be steady up to ReL = 782. From ReL = 0.7 to 43, no flow separation was observed on the 
fin surface. At ReL = 162, the flow was found to separate at the trailing edge of the fin, resulting 
in a steady recirculating wake. As the Reynolds number was increased further beyond ReL = 782, 
the flow became unsteady with vortex shedding from the leading edge on the back side. Figure 6.2 
shows the steady flow streamlines for Reynolds numbers of ReL = 0.7, 43, 455 and the time-averaged 
mean flow streamlines at ReL = 1103, and Figure 6.3 shows the corresponding temperature contours. 
At the Reynolds number of O. 7 and 43, the streamlines are predominantly parallel to the streamwise 
direction away from the fin surface. This trend is observed to change as the Reynolds number in-
creases to ReL = 455 and 11 03 when the streamlines are nearly aligned to the louver direction. Figure 
6.4 plots the flow angle, a = tan-1(v/u), at three streamwise locations (lines a, b and c in Figure 6.1) 
for ReL = 0.7 and 455. At ReL = 0.7, it is observed that the flow entering the louver space at line 
a is predominantly aligned to the streamwise direction in the unobstructed space (between lines ii 
and iii in Figure 6.1) between the louvers. As the flow travels further downstream between the lou-
vers to line b, it is nearly aligned to the louver direction. By the time the flow approaches line c, 
the flow is again predominantly aligned with the streamwise direction in the unobstructed space be-
tween the louvers. At ReL = 455, it is observed that the flow is predominantly aligned along the 
louver direction, except for some local perturbation caused by the flow over the leading edge of the 
louver at line a. The predominant flow directions at low and high Reynolds numbers are also re-
flected in the temperatures contours shown in Figure 6.3. At ReL = 0.7 and 43, the temperature con-
tours away from the fin surface are nearly parallel to the streamwise direction with very thick thermal 
boundary layers. As the Reynolds number increases further, the thermal boundary layers are much 
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thinner and are aligned to the louver direction. In addition at ReL = 0.7, the wake behind the trailing 
edge of the previous row can be seen to completely block the boundary layer restarting at the forward 
side leading edge of the following row of fins. Thus, the thermal boundary layer on the forward side 
appears to be thicker than that on the back side of the fin. As the Reynolds number is increased, the 
wake behind the previous row appears to be moved away from the boundary layer on the forward 
side of the fin. Now the boundary layer restart and growth on the forward side appear normal but 
still remains thicker than that on the back side. 
The difference in flow direction at low and high Reynolds numbers has been observed in flow 
visualization studies by previous researchers [Achaichia and Cowell (1988) and Webb and Trauger 
(1991)] in louvered rm geometries with additional deflections fins. It has been hypothesized that 
at high Reynolds numbers the flow is predominantly parallel to the louvers and the effective heat 
transfer has the characteristics of flow over a flat plate. But this effective heat transfer configuration 
changes from "flat plate" to "duct flow" as the Reynolds number decreases. Figure 6.5(a) shows 
the cross-section through a louver array indicating these possible flow directions [Achaichai and Co-
well (1988)]. Based on flow visualization results, the above hypothesis has been made regarding 
the flow direction in louvered fin arrays: the flow is considered fin directed at low Reynolds num-
bers and louver directed at high Reynolds number. The fin directed flow is considered to be "duct 
flow" and the Stanton number curve is plotted in Figure 6.5(b) for the "duct flow" with duct spacing 
of the fin pitch (4 * in Figure 2.2). However, this effective heat transfer over "duct flow" at the low 
Reynolds numbers assumes the louvered rms contribute to heat transfer by forming imaginary 
bounding surfaces (shown by the dotted lines in Figure 6.1) of the "duct". In large fin arrays, this 
assumption may seem to be a reasonable estimate from a macroscopic point of view. However, the 
fact that the louvered fins provide the heat transfer surface area, would make it imperative that even 
at low Reynolds numbers the flow between louvers is what determines the heat transfer. Hence, in 
order to investigate this apparent contradictory nature of the "duct flow" analogy, flow between lou-
vers will be investigated. 
Profiles for the projected velocity, Up = ucos( _25°) + vsin( -25°), in the louver direction have 
been plotted along line 1, line 2 and line 3 as shown in Figure 6.6, as a function of distance away 
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from the back side of fin m, y, at three different Reynolds numbers: ReL = 0.7, 455 and 1103. At 
the lowest Reynolds number of 0.7, it is discovered that these velocity profiles are similar to the duct 
flow profiles with a duct spacing of 6. 25H* along line 1 and line 2, and with a duct spacing of 9.2H* 
along line 3, but somewhat skewed as shown in Figure 6.6(a). As the Reynolds number increases, 
the mean flow becomes nearly parallel to the louvers. The profiles for the projected velocity at ReL 
= 455 as shown in Figure 6.6(b) have the characteristic of flow over a flat plate, with additional effect 
of boundary layer restart. In the unsteady flow regime, the time averaged mean flow is also nearly 
parallel to the louvers. The velocity profiles become fully developed quickly as shown in Figure 
6.6( c) at ReL = 1103. The corresponding temperature difference profiles, 0 - Of, along the three lines 
have also been plotted in Figure 6.7 for ReL = 0.7, 455 and 1103. Here Of is the fin surface tempera-
ture on the back side of fin m (Figure 6.1). At the lowest Reynolds number of ReL = 0.7, the small 
temperature difference near y = 0 indicates a higher heat transfer coefficient on the back side than 
the forward side along line 1. The temperature differences become about the same along line 2 and 
line 3, which shows that the flow becomes fully developed similar to the channel flow with a channel 
height of 6.25H*. The distortion of the profiles from the parabolic profiles can be attributed to the 
effect of plug flow along the axial direction. At the higher Reynolds numbers, the difference in the 
temperature difference between the back and forward sides are not seen to be significant. 
The normalized velocity profiles and temperature difference at the Reynolds number of 0.7 have 
been plotted with those for the fully developed channel flow with a channel height of 6. 25H* shown 
in Figure 6.8. The similarity between the velocity profiles of fully developed channel flow and that 
of the current simulation at the low Reynolds number 0.7 can be clearly seen. Figure 6.9 shows the 
calculated Nusselt number in comparison with the theoretical results of channel flow and flow over 
a flat plate. Here solutions for duct flows in the imaginary duct between lines i, ii, iii and iv with 
a duct spacing of 4 - LsinO - beDsO = 4.61 H* and the physical duct between louvers with duct spac-
ing of 6. 25H* are plotted. The calculated Nusselt number from the present study lie between the two 
duct flow solutions up to the Reynolds number of approximately 40. At the very low Reynolds num-
ber, the good agreement between the calculated Nusselt number and that of the physical duct flow 
between louvers indicates that at very low Reynolds numbers the heat transfer configuration can be 
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better approximated by the flow over the physical duct between louvers than the flow over the imagi-
nary duct. The deviation of the current calculated Nusselt number curve from the channel flow solu-
tions as the Reynolds number increases indicates that the mean flow direction is changing from the 
axial direction to the louver passage direction. The apparent agreement between the current calcu-
lated Nusselt number with that of the flow over a flat plate over the Reynolds number range of 300 
to 850 also verifies that the flat plate is the effective heat transfer configuration. As the Reynolds 
number increases further, the current calculated Nusselt number deviates from that of the flat plate 
solution which is due to the presence of flow unsteadiness. 
The local Nusselt number distributions along the fin surface have been plotted in Figure 6.10 
for different Reynolds numbers: ReL = 43, 455 and 11 03, and the overall Nusselt number on the for-
ward and back sides of the fin for all the Reynolds numbers have been determined separately and 
are plotted in Figure 6.11. At the low Reynolds number of43, the Nusselt number of the back side 
(marked A to B in Figure 6.1) of the fm is higher than that on the forward side (marked C to D in 
Figure 6.1). The peaks near the leading edges are due to the effect of boundary layer restart. The 
increase in local Nusselt number near the trailing edges is due to the acceleration of the flow around 
the trailing edge. As the Reynolds number increases to approximately 100, the Nusselt number of 
the forward side exceeds that of the back side as shown in Figure 6.11. This continues to be true 
in the unsteady flow regime. The Nusselt numbers on the forward and back sides of the fin, shown 
in Figure 6.11, are similar to those in the experiments of Lee (1986) of louvered fins in the range 
of Reynolds number, based on hydraulic diameter, between 350 and 5000. This Reynolds number 
range is equivalent to a Reynolds number range based on louver length of 142 and 2035. In the ex-
periments of Lee (1986), the Nusselt number of the forward side was higher than that of the back 
side for all Reynolds numbers he tested. This agrees well with our results shown in Figure 6.11. 
In the unsteady flow regime, vortex shedding is observed to start from the leading edge on the 
back side and a recirculation zone in the time-averaged mean flow is observed on the back side of 
the fin. Figure 6.12 shows the instantaneous streamlines and corresponding temperature contours 
at a Reynolds number of 1103: on the back side of the fin, sharp temperature gradients are observed 
at x = 3 and 6 which correspond to the downstream sides of two vortices. The corresponding ins tan-
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taneous local Nusselt number distribution along the fin surface has been plotted in Figure 6.13 along 
with the time-averaged local Nusselt number distribution. A sudden change in the slope of the 
curves in the time-averaged mean Nusselt number distribution along both the back side and forward 
side have been noticed and it is attributed to the time-averaged effect of the unsteady vortex shed-
ding. The instantaneous local Nusselt number distribution is closely related to the unsteady flow 
characteristics. It is observed that the local enhancement in heat transfer at s = 2 and 5.3 correspond 
to the downstream side of two strong vortices rolling on the back side at x = 2.4 and 5.4, as shown 
in Figure 6.12. Another local enhancement in heat transfer at s = 9 corresponds to the downstream 
side of the vortex rolling on the forward side at x = 4.6. The local heat transfer enhancement at the 
downstream side of a vortex is due to the effect of the vortex bringing fresh fluid from the freestream 
towards the fin surface, and a drop in local Nusselt number upstream of a vortex is due to the effect 
of fluid being ejected away from the fin. The effect of these vortices is to increase the overall heat 
transfer as observed in the flattening of the time-averaged local Nusselt number distribution. 
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Table 6.1: Summary of calculations performed for louvered fins (grid size 128x128). 
Ret ReL Re j f 
0.2 0.7 2 8.6352 11.6114 
0.5 4.1 9.4 1.4197 1.9418 
2 43 97 0.2284 0.2907 
5 162 368 0.0920 0.1256 
10 455 1033 0.0427 0.0638 
15 782 1778 0.0310 0.0485 
17 927 2108 0.0262 0.0443 
20 1103 2507 0.0249 0.0434 
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Figure 6.1 Schematic of the louvered fill geometry detailing lines along which some results will be 
shown. 
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Figure 6.2 Streamlines for: (a) steady flow atReL = 0.7; (b) steady flow atReL = 43; (c) steady flow 
at ReL = 455; (d) time-averaged mean flow at ReL = 1103. 
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Figu.re 6.3 Temperature contours corresponding to streamlines shown in Figure 6.2 for: (a) steady 
flow at ReL = 0.7; (b) steady flow at ReL = 43; (c) steady flow at ReL = 455; Cd) time-averaged 
mean flow atReL = 1103. 
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Figure 6.4 Profiles of flow angle, a, along lines a, b and c shown in Figure 6.1 at two different Re-
ynolds numbers: (a) ReL = 0.7 ; (b) ReL = 455. 
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Figure 6.5 Duct flow hypothesis: (a) section through louver array indicating possible flow direc-
tions; (b) Stanton number curves indicating the possibility of duct flow at low Reynolds numbers, 
Achaichia and Cowell (1988). 
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Figure 6.6 Profiles of projected velocity, Up, along lines 1,2 and 3 shown in Figure 6.1 for flows 
in different flow regimes: (a) steady flow at ReL = 0.7; (b) steady flow at ReL = 455; (c) time-aver-
aged mean flow at ReL = 1103. 
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Figure 6.7 Profiles of temperature difference, 0 - Of, along lines 1, 2 and 3 shown in Figure 6.1 for 
flows in different flow regimes: (a) steady flow atReL = 0.7; (b) steady flow atReL = 455; (c) time-
averaged mean flow at ReL = 1103. 
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Figure 6.12 Instantaneous unsteady flow at ReL = 1103: (a) streamlines; (b) temperature contours. 
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Figure 6.13 Effect of flow unsteadiness on local heat transfer in louvered fin simulation. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Here direct simulations have been employed to explore the fluid flow and heat transfer in paral-
lel-plate and louvered fin heat exchangers in the time-dependent flow regime and this approach has 
proven to be a very powerful tool in understanding the associated rich physics. The effects of vortex 
shedding and flow unsteadiness have been captured by solving the unsteady Navier-Stokes and ener-
gy equations. The flow field is assumed to be periodic along the streamwise and transverse direc-
tions in order to simulate flow over a large array of identical fin elements. The constant heat flux 
boundary condition employed in the present simulation allows for the definition of a modified tem-
perature field which admits periodic boundary conditions. 
Both the inline and staggered arrangements of parallel plate fins are considered and results ob-
tained from these simulations are compared to those obtained from continuous parallel plates and 
the steady simulations of Sparrow and Liu (1979) on fins of infinitesimal thickness. The inline and 
staggered arrangements are seen to increase heat transfer and friction factor over the corresponding 
continuous parallel plate geometry, which maintains the same heat transfer surface area. The bound-
ary layer restart and the geometry effects act in significantly different ways in the inline and stag-
gered arrangements. In the case of the inline arrangement the transverse gap between adjacent fins 
available for through flow is more than halved. Thereby the velocity and temperature gradients are 
increased resulting in significant increase in the j factor and friction factor. But the velocity and tem-
perature profiles approaching any fin element are not too far disturbed from the fully developed par-
abolic profile. In the case of the staggered arrangement, the transverse gap between adjacent fin 
elements decreases only slightly due to the finite thickness of the fin. On the other hand, owing to 
the staggered arrangement the velocity and temperature profiles approaching any fin element are 
significantly distorted away from the fully developed profile. The resulting increased velocity and 
thermal gradients at the fin surface contribute to increased j factor and friction factor. At higher Re-
ynolds numbers, in both these arrangements the time-dependent flow modulation due to vortex 
shedding further significantly enhances heat transfer with an associated pumping power increase. 
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Irrespective of the fin arrangement, the flow is observed to follow a sequence of transitions. At 
very low Reynolds numbers the flow is steady and above a critical Reynolds number the flow be-
comes unsteady with a single dominant frequency. At even higher Reynolds numbers an additional 
lower frequency is generated and with subsequent increase in Re the flow becomes chaotic. In the 
inline arrangement these transitions are observed at a higher Reynolds number than in the staggered 
arrangement. In both arrangements the unsteady regime is marked by vortices that are generated 
at the leading edges of the fin element, which travel down on the top and bottom surfaces of the fin 
element. These vortices playa key role in significantly enhancing the local heat transfer by bringing 
cold fluid toward the fin surface. On the other hand, the reverse flow generated by the vortices near 
the fin surface is responsible for an overall reduction in skin friction on the fin surface. 
The overall friction factor receives a contribution from the form drag due to the wake behind 
the trailing end of the fin element. It is observed that the flow unsteadiness manifests itself in the 
wake as waviness induced by vortex shedding and this significantly increases the form drag con-
tribution. Since the increase in form drag is greater than the decrease in skin friction, the overall 
drag also increases due to the time-dependent flow motion. This raises an interesting possibility that 
if vortices that roll on the fin can be enhanced but the waviness in the wake can be suppressed, en-
hanced heat transfer may be achieved without pumping power penalty. It must be pointed out that 
the vortex shedding at the front leading edges and flow waviness in the wake are intimately related, 
with each influencing the other. This is a line of thought that is worth pursuing in order to improve 
the overall performance of the heat exchanger. 
At higher Reynolds numbers, corresponding three-dimensional simulations at two different Re-
ynolds numbers have been performed in the inline arrangement to investigate the effect of intrinsic 
three-dimensionality on heat transfer and frictional loss. It was discovered that the fluctuations in 
the j factor and friction factor are much higher in two-dimensional simulations than in corresponding 
three-dimensional simulations. It was observed that the amplitude of fluctuations of the friction fac-
tor in two-dimensional simulations could be as much as 5 times that in corresponding three-dimen-
sional simulations, while the amplitude of fluctuations of the j factor in two-dimensional simulations 
could be as much as twice that in corresponding three-dimensional simulations. The difference in 
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amplitudes of fluctuations between two- and three-dimensional simulations increases as Reynolds 
number is increased. Since a lot of devices are designed according to maximum loads, overestima-
tion of the maximum loads introduces additional material cost and also reduces efficiency, while 
underestimation of the maximum loads poses danger of the device failing. Therefore, accurate pre-
diction of the level of fluctuations at high Reynolds numbers becomes important in heat exchanger 
design. Furthermore, it was observed that the two-dimensional simulations consistently overpredict 
not only the rms fluctuation but also the meanj factor. The flow characteristics in two-dimensional 
simulations are significantly different from those in the corresponding three-dimensional simula-
tions and result in significant overprediction of the form drag. But simultaneous underprediction 
of skin friction in two-dimensional simulations results in negligible difference in overall friction fac-
tor due to the counter-balance between the these two components. This trend seems to be contradic-
tory to the Reynolds analogy; however, a closer examination of the flow shows that the spanwise 
vortices are coherent in two-dimensional simulations and the presence of streamwise vortices in the 
corresponding three-dimensional simulations has disturbed the coherence of the spanwise vortices 
and contributed to the difference. This implies that the coherent spanwise vortices present in the 
two-dimensional simulations have the merit of enhancing overall heat transfer significantly while 
maintaining the associated frictional loss penalty nearly the same. Such data can be of great value 
in optimizing heat exchanger design. For example, transition to three-dimensionality can be delayed 
to higher Reynolds numbers in order to maintain the two-dimensionality of the flow. 
In louvered fin simulations, different flow regimes have been observed in the current simulations 
and the results are in general agreement with the flow visualizations. The simulations clearly exhibit 
the various transitions undergone by the flow as Reynolds number is increased. The associated local 
heat transfer has been identified with the corresponding flow characteristics. The effect of flow un-
steadiness at high Reynolds numbers has been captured in the current simulations, which is to in-
crease the overall heat transfer. 
The present simulations suffer from some limitations as welL M9st importantly in the present 
simulations it has been assumed that the flow is periodic in the streamwise and transverse directions 
over a basic unit. This assumption precludes any possibility of streamwise and transverse subhar-
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monic instabilities resulting in flow fields with periodicity over domains larger than a single basic 
unit. A preliminary study where the computational domain has been extended to twice the basic unit 
along the streamwise and transverse directions has shown that although small differences exist in 
the flow field. the effect on overall heat transfer and frictional loss is minimal. It is recommended 
that as part of a future study a systematic investigation on the effect of domain size be conducted. 
Furthermore. the heat transfer enhancement mechanisms should be explored quantitatively in 
the louvered fin geometry. similar to the approach taken in the study of parallel-plate fins. Such an 
approach could isolate the individual mechanisms and make suggestions to improve louvered fin 
design. Finally. although the purpose of this study is not to obtain data correlation. future extension 
of the present work with a systematic variation of the parameters can provide the j factor and friction 
factor correlations. 
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